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Abstract
A series of experimental studies was carried out on diatomic molecules to 
understand how they interact with intense laser fields. These studies have 
mainly consisted of multiple photon excitation, ionization and dissociation 
of hydrogen, oxygen, and chlorine molecules using time of flight electron and 
ion spectroscopy. I took advantage of the similarities and differences in the 
molecular structure of these molecules in order to investigate whether differ­
ent molecules interact differently with the applied fields. Clear experimental 
evidence of molecular Bond Softening as an intensity dependent variation 
in the vibrational distribution of molecular ions is being reported for the 
first time in H2 and D2 . The competition between different channels in the 
above threshold dissociation of molecules had been predicted recently using 
the dressed molecular states model. My results on these branching ratios 
are qualitatively consistent with the theoretical predictions. The study on 
oxygen concentrated mainly on the anomalous intensity dependence of the 
final state vibrational distribution. I have used a model similar to Smith’s 
model to explain the role intermediate states play in the ionization of oxy­
gen. In a series of arguments, I have shown that this anomalous behavior can 
be explained as a pure intermediate state interplay in the first approxima­
tion. Finally, in the photoelectron spectroscopy of chlorine, I have observed 
the positive Ponderomotive shifts known for a long time but never directly
observed before. Also observed in the spectra is a very low order above 
threshold ionization process of highly excited atoms. These observations in 
chlorine suggest an unexplored mechanism of exposing atoms to intense fields 
without the risk of their ionization in the rising part of the laser pulses.
Chapter 1 
Introduction
Energy levels of both atoms and molecules are modified, sometime distorted, 
as they interact with intense laser radiation fields, giving rise to some very 
dramatic effects. Because of the pulsed nature of high intensity lasers, atoms 
and molecules can experience the peak of applied intense fields only when 
the interaction is nonresonant and laser pulses axe short. In the resonant 
regime all the neutrals present in the interaction region are ionized well 
before they have a chance to see the laser intensity grow to a significant 
value. This happens due to the high rate for resonant transitions compaxed 
with nonresonant ones in the low intensity range and the finite time the laser 
pulse takes to reach the maximum intensity. Interestingly enough, in the case 
of molecules the nonresonant process is never purely so because of the much 
higher density of states. One or more of these states can accidentally become 
degenerate with a given multiple of photons. In addition, the intense field ac 
Stark shifts can also bring some of the neax resonant states into resonance 
with the multi-photon energy. Another possible consequence of molecule- 
field interaction is their dissociation. Interesting phenomena axe reported in 




There has been a tremendous amount of interest in studies involving the 
general behavior of atoms in intense laser fields [1]. Novel phenomena are 
observed when they are subjected to intense fields available through today’s 
short pulse lasers. Some of the more well known phenomena being multiple 
photon absorption and ionization, above threshold ionization, higher order 
harmonic generation, ponderomotive shifts, the Kapitza-Dirac effect, high 
field stabilization against ionization, and multiple charged state distribution 
[2]. Now that atoms are slowly becoming comprehensible as far as their 
interaction with intense fields is concerned, a natural consequence is that 
the experimentalists are applying the same intense laser fields to relatively 
more complicated systems such as diatomic molecules.
Molecules are potentially much more diverse in terms of their interac­
tion with external fields. The photon energy can affect not only the elec­
tronic orbital motion but also the rotation and vibration of nuclei. Moreover, 
molecules can not only be excited or ionized under the influence of an exter­
nal field but may dissociate into atomic fragments as well. In other words, 
there could be a competition between the processes of ionization and disso­
ciation when it comes to sharing the energy of the photons. Studying the 
different mechanisms involved in molecule-field interactions is very helpful 
in understanding the molecular structure and reaction dynamics. There has 
been extensive research on molecule-field interactions before. However, stud­
ies on exposing them to intense fields where one observes processes like above 
threshold ionization (ATI) and above threshold dissociation (ATD) are very 
recent [3] - [8].
3
This study focuses mainly on the nonresonant excitation of atoms and 
molecules, and related effects. However, ac Stark shifting of atomic and 
molecular energy levels in an intense field can move intermediate states near 
or into resonance. This statement is more valid in molecules where the 
density of states is much higher which can result in a high probability for 
degeneracy through chance and through ac Stark shifts. The term nonres­
onant excitation therefore needs qualification. T hroughout th e  th esis , I 
have used th e  term  nonresonant w ith ou t quotes w hen  I  m ean th at  
a  tran sition  is str ictly  nonresonant (d irect). P rocesses in  w hich  
in term ediate  sta tes  are p laying an active role in th e  form  o f  reso­
nance enhan cem en ts are w ritten  in  quotes as in  ‘n on reson ant’.
The choice of molecules is not arbitrary. Homonuclear diatomics in gen­
eral and hydrogen in particular were chosen because of their relatively simple 
structure. Oxygen was an extreme case of resonance enhancements, whereas 
chlorine was selected for its ease of dissociation. Both oxygen and hydrogen 
are observed to be less susceptible to dissociation via 527 or 532 nm radia­
tions. Finally, chlorine provides a relatively unique opportunity to observe 
Ponderomotive acceleration effects by virtue of its dissociation through a 
high lying molecular state. These effects have long been known to exist in 
intense field-matter interactions but are usually masked by other effects of 
comparable magnitude.
The current chapter is a discussion of certain general features of atomic 
spectra in intense fields as we understand them today with reference to noble 
gas experiments [1] as well as to our work on Alkaline Earths [9]. In the latter 
part of the thesis, I have applied this understanding to my experiments on 
molecules, and have investigated if molecular behavior in intense fields, even
4
though much more complicated, resembles that of atoms or not, and to what 
extent if it does. Towards the end of the chapter, I have briefly discussed 
molecular energy levels and transitions along with some relevant intense field 
effects. I have also shown in this chapter how the characteristics of laser 
radiation and the system under study determine whether the system will 
experience intense fields or not.
Chapter II consists of the experimental part of my work. Optics, vacuum 
and data analysis systems along with the development of my state of the 
art laser system [10] which has been adopted by the industry as an essential 
component in generating highly repetitive, high intensity, tunable radiation 
axe all included in this section. Then, in chapter III, I have discussed some 
experimental signatures of the deformation of molecular potentials as a result 
of their strong coupling to the laser fields in the light of our studies on hydro­
gen. For instance, the branching ratios of different dissociation channels of 
H$ are measured as the molecular potential curves interact with each other. 
Effects of these interactions on the vibrational distributions and resonance 
enhancements via intermediate states Eire discussed in this chapter.
In chapter IV, I discuss a very interesting cstse of molecular ionization 
which stresses the importance of molecular structure in multiphoton ion­
ization of molecules and the degree of complexity of the resulting spectra. 
Earlier attempts at explaining the multichannel ionization in oxygen were 
usually made with low intensity laser radiations. This work has extended 
these studies into a regime where both the multitude of channels and ac Stark 
shifting of the states involved become importEint. And finally in chapter V, I 
show once again the diversity of molecular interactions with light. I observe 
the positive shifts in the electron spectra of highly excited Cl atoms being
5
formed through the dissociation of chlorine molecules. These shifts arise due 
to the formation of these atoms in intense fields and the acceleration of re­
sulting electrons thereafter by the laser field gradient. These spectra also 
contain ‘low order* above threshold ionization peaks of these highly excited 
Cl atoms, suggesting that these atoms are indeed being formed in intense 
fields. In addition, above threshold dissociation has also been observed in 
chlorine, although it is far more complicated to explain due to the higher 
number of states contributing to dissociation.
1.2 M ultip le p h oton  ion ization  (M P I)
In light-matter interaction, ionization can proceed with the absorption of 
a single photon if the energy of that photon is greater than the electron 
binding energy. If the photon energy is less than the electron binding energy, 
ionization is still possible however, with the absorption of several photons 
simultaneously. The later process called multiple photon ionization (MPI), 
is divided into two broad classes, resonant and nonresonant [11]. In the 
resonant case for example if there axe (n — 1) intermediate states in the 
ionization path, an atom can absorb n photons of all different wavelengths 
corresponding to the energy difference between the states and thus get ionized 
as shown in Fig. 1.1 (a). The lifetime of such intermediate states is typically 
a few nanoseconds and such ionization is conceivable with low intensity dye 
lasers.
The other form of ionization called nonresonant MPI is possible with 
several photons of a single wavelength. This process takes place through 
laser induced virtual states, Fig. 1.1 (b). An order of magnitude estimate of 
the lifetime r  of these virtual states can be obtained through the uncertainty
6








Figure 1.1: Multiple Photon ionization mechanisms involving three photons; 
(a) resonant, (b) non resonant.
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principle. If one of these states occur within SE of a real state, its lifetime 
will be about h/6E .  For instance, for a SE  of 1 eV, r  is of the order of 10-15 
sec. If one photon excites the atom to one of these states, the next photon 
should be available within the lifetime of this state in order for the atom to 
get excited to the next virtual state and so on. The absorption probability 
therefore, depends on the number of photons available per femtosecond to the 
atom to interact. There axe other scenarios possible beside purely resonant 
and purely nonresonant MPI. For instance, one of the virtual states may lie 
very close to a real state, i.e., SE may be small. In this case, the ionization 
rate increases dramatically with decreasing SE. These are referred to as 
near resonant processes in this thesis. Such enhancements in the signal do 
not always work to the benefit of the experimentalist, especially when the 
intent is to expose the system to the highest possible laser intensities. Due 
to an increased rate for ionization, the interaction region may get depleted 
of neutrals too quickly, much before the laser pulse has reached the peak 
intensities.
1.3  A b o v e  th resh o ld  io n iza tio n  (A T I)
An interesting feature of high intensity ionization of atoms is the observation 
of a series of electron peaks in their photoelectron spectra, separated by one 
photon energy, as shown in Fig. 1.2. These electron peaks correspond to 
the absorption of more than the minimum number of photons required for 
ionization [1]. The kinetic energy K E ,  of an electron resulting from the 
absorption of n photons is given by






<— Tito— ► AT THE DETECTOR 
1
I— Tito— AT THE ATOM
E (arb. units)
Figure 1.2: Typical ATI structure in MPI. Photo electron kinetic energies 
are shifted as a  result o f atom-field interactions, not evident in the PES for 
long pulses.
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where IP is the ionization potential o f the atom and u> is the frequency of 
radiation. The additional peaks in the spectrum correspond to electrons of 
kinetic energies
K E  =  (n +  s ) haj -  I P  (1.2)
s being the additional photons. The range of intensities where processes 
like ATI become observable in appreciable numbers is referred to as in ten se  
fields or h igh  in te n sitie s  in this thesis, typically 1012 W /cm 2 and higher. 
In fact, when the laser intensity is high enough these higher order transitions 
have measurable amplitudes, sometimes comparable to the lowest order one. 
A simplistic way to explain these matter-light interactions is to use the lowest 
order perturbation theory (LOPT). In this theory [12], the electromagnetic 
field is assumed to be a perturbation to the atomic Hamiltonian. According 
to this theory, a single photon transition from a state g to virtual state /  
takes place with the rate
R  =  o \F  (1.3)
where a  is the absorption cross-section and F  is the laser flux, expressed 
in photons/(cm 2.sec). For a second transition to take place, it must occur 
within a lifetime r  of the state / .  Assuming that the cross-section for the 
second transition is the same as for the first one, the rates for two and three 
photon processes axe given by:
R i  =  <J\Ft<j \F  (1-4)
and
Rz  =  (T\Ft <jiF t<tiF  (1.5)
which can be generalized for n photons as
R„ =  (a , F )n r - 1 =  a ,  F". (1.6)
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where we have expressed the rate in terms of a generalized cross-section [13], 
arn =  crj*rn_1. Equation 1.6 predicts a power law dependence for the ioniza­
tion process and its simple extrapolation leads to the conclusion that there 
should be an intensity regime where the (n + 1 ) process is more probable than 
the n photon process. However, the very basic condition for a perturbation 
method to be applicable is that (a; + 1 )  order processes be less probable than 
the x order processes. In other words, when MPI rate Rn+i approaches Rn, 
perturbation theory is no longer valid because the procedure may not ever 
converge. The intensity at which this should occur can be calculated from
I T  “  i>iF)”T"-> ~ a F T ~ l  C1-7)
For r  =  10-15 sec and a  =  10“16 cm2 it will be ~  1012 W /cm 2. T herefore  
i t  can  b e  sa id  th a t high in ten sities  are a  p rerequ isite  for ob serv in g  
A T I in  num bers com parable to  norm al ion ization .
In the modelling of ATI, both perturbative and non-perturbative methods 
[14] have been tried so far, explaining the process in part. These include 
e.g. the extension of classical and quantum tunneling ionization treatments, 
higher order perturbation methods, scattering formulations, Floquet analysis 
as well as computer integrations of Schrodinger equation. Unfortunately, 
none of them has so far been able to explain all different aspects of ATI in a 
complete sense.
1.4  P o n d ero m o tiv e  effects
We know that when the light intensity is low the electron can interact with 
an electromagnetic wave via spontaneous Thomson scattering. The Thom­
son scattering has a small cross-section, so small that even in the presence
11
of a tightly focused laser beam, the electron would scatter only very few 
photons due to Thomson Scattering alone. However, in the high intensity 
regime, the laser-electron interaction is much stronger due to the scattering 
by the stimulated absorption or emission of a large number of photons. The 
strength of such interactions can be approximated by using a simple classical 
mechanical picture in which the motion of an electron of mass m  and charge 
e in a monochromatic plane wave electric field is described by th^ equation
mx =  — eE  cos(u><) (1-8)
Upon solving this equation we get
eE
x = cos(w0 (1-9)
and
x =  ——  sin(urt) (1-10)mui
Hence the amplitude of oscillations is given by eE/mio2. The electron can 
oscillate or wiggle under the influence of oscillatory fields and the kinetic 
energy associated with this wiggle motion is given by
mx2 e2E 2 sin2(u>t)
2 2mw2
This when averaged over a complete cycle becomes
e2£ 2
< j r i 5 > = w
also defined as the Ponderomotive potential, Up. The Ponderomotive po­
tential depends on both intensity and wavelength of the radiation. Higher 
intensity and/or longer wavelengths will give higher values for Up. For ex­
ample, for 1.05 fxm YLF (yttrium lithium fluoride) radiation this potential
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energy is 1.1 eV for a laser intensity of 1013 W /cm2. However, for CO2 ra­
diation which has a wavelength 10.6/im the corresponding potential is 100 
times higher at the same intensity. Moreover, in the presence of an intense 
field, charged particles experience a time averaged field gradient force [15] 
given by Fv =  —VJ7P. Fp acts as a repulsive force on any charged particle 
along the transverse gradient of the laser intensity, and thereby accelerates 
it away from regions of higher Up.
Both free and bound electrons are affected by the intense optical fields. 
Consequently, all energy levels of the atom are shifted by at least some 
amount. These shifts result from the field induced polarizability and ac 
Stark shift effects. The magnitude of these shifts depends upon among other 
parameters, the nature of atomic states, i.e. whether they are deeply bound, 
Rydberg or continuum states. An estimate of these shifts can be obtained by 
considering the Hamiltonian of an electron in a combined laser and atomic 
field which is given by
H = '? ~2 + V { t )  (1'U )  
or
#  =  | ^ + n r ) - ^ M 2 + A - p )  (1.12)
Here V is the Coulomb potential and A is the vector potential of the laser 
field, its amplitude given by A2 =  e2E 2/ 4maj2. The perturbation consists 
of two terms, involving A 2 and A  • p  respectively. If the Hamiltonian is 
averaged over an integral number of cycles of the laser field, the A2 term 
is equal to the Ponderomotive potential Uv. When solving the Schrodinger 
equation in the weak field limit, the A2 term is usually neglected. However, 
in intense fields A2 becomes so large that it cannot be ignored anymore. This
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term is constant near the atom, independent of the electron momentum or 
coordinates, it therefore, shifts all atomic levels by the same amount (Up). 
However, the A.p term depends on the laser frequency as well as the details 
of atomic levels. For the region of our applications where wavelengths are 
long and the deeply bound states are isolated from the nearest excited states 
by several eV, this term has an amplitude equal to -Up for the ground and 
the deeply bound states (for I «  1013 W /cm2). However, its effect on the 
Rydberg and continuum states is negligible [16]. The net effect of these two 
terms in the high intensity range is that the highly excited and continuum 
states are shifted by an amount Up, whereas the ground state is virtually 
unaffected. This disparity in shifts is shown in Fig. 1.2.
The big difference in the overall shifts in the deeply bound and the Ry­
dberg or continuum states would mean a shift in the atomic ionization po­
tential. Shifting of the ionization potential in turn means that the kinetic 
energies of photoelectrons are lowered. The new energies are be given by
K E  =  nhu - I P - U p (1.13)
It is obvious that if the field free kinetic energy of an electron was less than 
the Ponderomotive energy, this electron has no chance of reaching the contin­
uum. This is called Ponderomotive supression, thus in a spectrum consisting 
of severed peaks, the signal coming from the electrons with energies lower 
than Up shall disappear. However, what is seen in practice is that the peaks 
corresponding to such electrons are suppressed but do not disappear com­
pletely [17]. This contradiction is explained when the spatial distribution of 
the laser intensity is taken into account. The laser focus consists of a con­
tinuous distribution of intensities and thus there are always lower intensity
14
regions present in the laser beam with correspondingly lower Ponderomo­
tive shifts and thus the residual signal in the photoelectron spectrum (PES) 
represents the atoms which saw lower fields.
1.5 Laser p u lsew id th  and energy sh ifts
Since the laser intensity varies in both time and space, the ionization po­
tential of the atoms in the field is shifted up by an amount Up, which is a 
continuous function of the laser energy. The electrons are therefore bom  
with a continuous distributions of lowered kinetic energies in the field. The 
reason for the photoelectron spectra still having distinct peaks instead of a 
continuous distribution is that (for a conservative potential i.e. long pulses) 
even though there is a continuous shift in kinetic energy equal to Up, the elec­
tron gains exactly the same amount of energy while leaving the focus, when 
it is accelerated by the field gradient force. This is similar to the action of a 
surfer [18], who gains kinetic energy in the form of increased horizontal veloc­
ity while riding down a wave. He had acquired a potential energy by virtue 
of his position at the top of the wave. This potential energy converts into 
kinetic energy as he rides out. Similarly, the electrons from the ionization of 
atoms are observed with kinetic energies as if there was no Ponderomotive 
shift. First their kinetic energy is lowered by the upward shift in the atomic 
ionization potential and then later they convert their wiggle energy into an 
energy of linear motion, the two effects cancelling each other. This happens 
due to the conservative nature of the potential for cw or long pulses where 
the electron transit time is much shorter than the time over which the elec­
tric field changes. In such cases, the total energy of the electron is conserved. 
The effects of field gradient force are however still observable in the angular
15
distribution of the low energy electrons as the distribution starts to become 
isotropic.
The use of short laser pulses is one way of observing the kinetic energy 
with which the electrons are born. If the laser pulse gets shorter than the 
transit time of the electron through the laser focus, the electron cannot 
completely convert the wiggle energy into energy of linear motion. The laser 
pulse disappears much before the electron has any time to interact with it. 
This is as if the wave disappears abruptly underneath the surfer’s board, the 
moment he gets to the top. As an example, the time that a 1 eV electron 
will take to come out of the a 10 fim laser spot is about 10 picosecond. 
Therefore, the laser pulses have to be much shorter than 10 picosecond in 
order to observe the shifted energies, in fact such experiments have recently 
been performed with 300 femtosecond pulses [19]. In essence, w e can 
say th at there are at least three ways in w hich th e  P onderom otive  
potentia ls can effect the photoelectron spectra; sh ifting  o f  electron  
kinetic energies, closing o f  ionization channels, and d istortions in  
th e  angular d istributions. The magnitude and possibility of observing 
these effects depend upon the wavelength, the intensity, and the pulsewidth 
of the laser pulses.
1.6 A n experim ent w ith  atom s
As an example of the high intensity effects listed so far, I will mention some 
of my studies on magnesium atoms with a picosecond laser. Simplicity of 
these spectra will become obvious by comparing them with those obtained 
for molecules. Fig. 1.3 is a photoelectron spectrum of Mg as a function of 
laser intensity, using 1053 nm radiation. Energy of 1053 nm photons is 1.18
16
eV and the laser intensity was varied in the range I =  (2.2 - 4.5) x 1012 
W /cm2 for the spectra shown in Fig. 1.3 (a) to (c). The ionization potential 
of magnesium is 7.64 eV, therefore, at least seven photons are required to 
ionize magnesium atoms. It is obvious that there are other peaks in the 
spectra in addition to the one at 0.61 eV which corresponds to the lowest 
order MPI. Each one of these additional peaks is separated from each other 
by one photon energy, representing the eight, nine, and ten photon above 
threshold ionization processes. This is consistent with Equation 1.2. All of 
these peaks are comparable in magnitude, at least in order of magnitude.
Beside MPI and ATI there is another interesting feature of the spectrum, 
the intensity dependent relative amplitudes of the first two peaks. As the 
laser intensity increases, the magnitude of the first peak starts to decrease 
relative to the second peak. This suppression grows with increasing laser 
intensity. The ratio between peak 1 and peak 2, defined as the ratio be­
tween the area underneath the curves, is 1.5 in Fig. 1.3 (a) and drops to 
about 0.5 in (c). I have eliminated the possible causes as space charge or 
contact potentials. This drop can however, be explained as a consequence 
of Ponderomotive scattering. The Ponderomotive potential for experiments 
shown in Fig. 1.3 (a) is only 0.27 eV, small compared to the kinetic energy 
of the electrons comprising the first peak (at 0.61 eV), therefore affecting 
them almost negligibly. However, it becomes comparable to the electron 
kinetic energy due to the increased laser intensity in Fig. 1.3(c), i.e. about 
0.5 eV. The field gradient force associated with the laser field scatters the 
electrons isotropically and hence the number of electrons peaked along the 
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Figure 1.3: Photo electron spectra of Mg atoms with 1053 nm radiation at 
different laser intensities.
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therefore, any temporal effects of the Ponderomotive potential in terms of 
lowering of electron kinetic energies are not possible to observe.
Even though the Ponderomotive potential corresponding to the laser in­
tensities that were employed was much higher than the kinetic energy of 
electrons resulting from the seven photon ionization process, the system sat­
urates much earlier and thus the suppression of the seven photon channel 
is not expected. The maximum Ponderomotive potential magnesium atoms 
can see before saturation is 0.5 eV, corresponding to an observed saturation 
intensity Iaat =  5 x 1012 W /cm2. I determined the saturation intensity of Mg 
atoms to be higher with picosecond radiation than with the nanosecond radi­
ation [20]. For instance, it was 4.3(± 1.4) x 1011 W /cm 2 with the nanosecond 
radiation. This can be explained by using the scaling laws of reference [21], 
where Isat is defined as the laser intensity at which the population of neutral 
atoms in the interaction region reduces to 1 /e  of its initial value. Then the 
saturation intensity is related to the laser pulsewidth as follows
ha t =  (<rr)~1/N (1.14)
where a  is the absorption cross-section and r is the pulsewidth of laser. 
Assuming that a  remains the same at both pulsewidths, we have the following 
ratio for a seven photon process
hat(picosecond) =  I3at(nsec) [— ------ ] - 1 ' 7 =  2.13 hot(nsec) (1-15)
l U r l o c C
This comes out to be lower than the observed intensity. However, one needs 
to consider the uncertainty in the two measurements as well as the approxi­
mate nature of the scaling law.
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The fact that the system saturates much earlier on with the nanosecond 
pulses compared with the picosecond pulses can be explained by considering 
the dynamics of the ionization process and the laser pulsewidth. In a longer 
pulse, the time available for the atoms to interact with the radiation field 
is long. A majority of atoms have thus interacted and consequently ionized 
much before the laser pulse reaches the peak intensity. It is therefore the 
ions which experience the intense fields, not the neutrals. From our th e­
oretical and experim ental d iscussion, w e therefore conclude th at  
high in tensity  phenom ena are readily observed w hen th e  ionization  
process is nonresonant, th e  num ber o f  photons involved is large, 
and th e  laser pulses are short.
1.7 Molecules
Molecular structure is much more complicated than that of atoms. Same 
must be true about their respective interactions with the radiation fields. I 
have therefore, selected the simplest molecules for our studies, viz. homonu- 
clear diatomics. I start with H2 and move on to relatively complicated 
molecules in this class. The following is a very brief discussion of their 
energy levels and typical transitions between different energy levels as a re­
sult of molecule-field interactions. Also included is a general discussion on 
molecules in intense fields. This topic is covered in detail under specific titles 
in the later chapters.
1.7.1 M olecular energy levels
In order to obtain wavefunctions and energy eigenvalues for molecules, a 
complete solution of the molecular Schrodinger’s equation is needed [22].
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However, due to the complexity of the problem, a number of approximations 
are made in solving this equation. Once an approximate solution is obtained, 
the details are then incorporated into the results as perturbations. The 
Schrodinger equation for a diatomic molecule can be written as a sum of 
kinetic and potential energies of the nuclei and the electrons, i.e.
1- | ; v b - | ^ e !U V ? +  v ] ¥  =  . e #  (1.16)
where y  is the reduced nuclear mass, the summation is over n electrons and 
V is the potential energy containing terms
V =  Vee +  Vnn +  Ven (1.17)
arising from electron-electron, nucleus-nucleus and electron-nucleus Coulomb 
interactions, respectively. The molecular wavefunction \Er depends on both 
electronic (r) and nuclear (R) coordinates i.e. ^  =  ’3' (r ,R ). A major step 
in the solution of the molecular equation is the breaking up of the molecular 
wavefunction into separate parts, each describing one of the motions in a 
molecule, electronic orbital, and nuclear vibration and rotation. This is done 
by the Born-Oppenheimer approximation which assumes that due to the 
disparity in mass between electrons and nuclei, electron excursions (orbital 
motion) occur on a time scale in which the nuclei stay virtually motionless. 
The molecular function ^  is thus separated into nuclear and electronic wave 
functions as
^(r, R) =  V»(r, R) x(R )  (1-18)
where x(72) is the nuclear wave function dependent on the nuclear coordi­
nates only. This leads to the coordinate separated Schrodinger equations for
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the electronic motion as
l ~ ~  2"=1V? +  V(r,iJ)] M r ,R )  =  E (R ) *p(r, R)  (1.19)
by neglecting the nuclear motion. This equation is solved for a number of 
Ri to yield electron wave functions ip and energy E as a function of R. The 
nuclear Schrodinger equation is similarly written as
+ £ ( * ) ] * ( * )  =  Ex<-S )  (1-20)
The term E(R) which acts as the potential energy of nuclear motion is in 
fact the electronic energy as a function of R. In spherical polar coordinates 
(12,0, 0), where the origin is considered at one of the nuclei Equation 1.20 
will become
*“ 2 ^R2 ' +  ^ 5 £ ( sln^ ) +  sin20d<PJ  +  X(R ’01 ^
=  E X(R,0,<f>) (1 .2 1 )
Since the nuclear motion consists of both rotational and vibrational motions, 
x(J2) itself is separated into radial and angular parts 72. and S.
x(R)  =  x(R, 8, <P) =  n(R) s (9 , <P) (1.22)
In essence, the Schrodinger equation for diatomic molecule has been sepa­
rated into three independent equations, and their solutions give eigenfunc­
tions and energy eigenvalues for each motion viz. electronic orbital, and nu­
clear rotational as well as vibrational motions. The total molecular wave 
function is a product of all three respective wavefunctions and the total
energy is the sum of electronic, vibrational and rotional energies of the
molecules are given as























Figure 1.4: Typical electronic, vibrational, and rotational levels of a diatomic 
molecule with relevant excitation and dissociation thresholds.
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R otational and V ibrational levels
In the simplest terms, a diatomic molecule is considered as a rigid rotator 
with intemuclear distance R fixed as the equilibrium distance Re. From 
classical mechanics, the magnitude of angular momentum for such a system 
would be
M  =  fiRev =  Itu> (1.24)
where Ie is the moment of inertia, v is the velocity, and u) is the angular 
frequency of rotation. The kinetic energy of such rotator is given by
Luj2 M 2E'«=-ir = wi ^
in the absence of external fields. The angular momentum quantization would 
mean M 2 =  J (J  +  l)h 2 .Therefore, E j  =  h2J(J  +  l)/2 J e where, J =  0, 
1, 2, 3 ... . The energy of transition between two rotational states for
typical diatomic molecules is a few tens of cm”1, certainly far beyond the
resolution of our spectrometer. We therefore, do not expect the spectra to 
be rotationally resolved.
On the other hand, when the radial Schrodinger equation for the vibra­
tional motion of a diatomic molecule is solved with the assumption that 
the molecule does behave like a rigid rotator, the resulting equation can be 
brought to a form identical to that of a harmonic oscillator. Allowed energies 
in this case are
Ewb =  (v +  l/2)ftw, V  =  0 ,1 ,2 . (1.26)
and the frequency of vibration u> is given by
u  =  i ( ^ ) 1 ' 2
27rv/x
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in classical mechanics. In practice however, this potential is more compli­
cated than a simple harmonic oscillator potential and has additional anhar- 
monic terms. Typical vibrational spacing for small diatomic molecules is 
about 1000 cm - 1  or ~125 meV.
1 .7 .2  L a b e llin g  o f  s ta te s
Due to a lack of central symmetry of the combined electric field of nuclei in a 
molecule, the total orbital angular momentum L  is not a constant of motion 
and hence, is not used to classify different states. In diatomic molecules, 
however, the field is axially symmetric about an axis passing through the 
nuclei. The projection of angular momentum along this axis is conserved 
and diatomic molecules are classified according to its absolute value, given
by A which can have values L, (L -l), (L-2 ),.....0. States with A =  0, 1 ,
and 2 are written as S , II, and A  respectively. Because of the symmetry o f a 
diatomic molecule, a  reflection through a plane passing through the molecular 
axis does not change the energy of the molecule. However, such reflections 
do switch the sign of A, implying that these states are doubly degenerate. 
An additional symmetry arises in the homonuclear diatomic molecules. They 
posses a centre of symmetry about the point bisecting the nuclear axis. If the 
coordinates of all electrons are changed from r to — r, the Hamiltonian stays 
invariant. Molecular states are further classified according to this symmetry 
characteristic called parity. The even parity wavefunctions called gerade are 
the ones which stay the same under this coordinate transformation, whereas 
ungerade do not. Finally, another important parameter used in specifying 
molecular states is the vector sum of spins of all electrons. The degeneracy
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with respect to the direction of total spin vector is given by (2S +  1) and is 
called the multiplicity of the state. For instance, a state written as 3 I1U has 
A =  1 , spin =  1, and ungerade symmetry.
1 .7 .3  E lectron ic  tran sition s
Molecular spectra in which electronic as well as vibrational and rotational 
transitions are involved are called electronic spectra. The energy difference 
between the states is a sum of the differences between electronic, vibrational 
and rotational terms. Ionization of molecules is also dictated by Equation 1 .1 . 
Figure 1.4 shows a typical electronic transition. An electronic transition is 
generally considered allowed if it can occur as an electric dipole transition 
without taking into account the interaction of electronic orbital motion with 
the vibrational or rotational motions of the nuclei. In other words, the elec­
tronic transition is allowed if it can occur for fixed nuclei. In general, when 
the transition is from one electronic state to another there is no selection rule 
for the vibrational quantum number. However, there is always a question 
about the probability of a given transition which involves vibrational levels. 
This probability is given by the Franck Condon principle. Qualitatively, it is 
maximum for vibrational levels which provide a maximum overlap between 
the two states.
The probability of transition between two states [22] given by total wave- 
functions '3/' and is proportional to the square of the corresponding tran­
sition moment T,
T  =  y V *  M  *"dr  (1.27)
where the dipole operator M  has components Ee,-®;, Eejj/;, and Ee,z,-. Con­











Figure 1.5: Typical ATI spectrum in a simple X to X transition when the 
two states are similar.
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and M  as a product and sum of corresponding terms, i.e. W =  rpeipv and 
M  =  Me +  Mv. And since ip* =  ipv, we have,
T  =  J  Mei>'emrp’vipe£dT  +  J  M ^ r P ^ ^ d r  (1.28)
since Mn does not depend on electronic coordinates, the second term can be 
further separated as
j M nip'vipldrn jip'*ip'dTe (1.29)
but since electronic states are orthogonal, the term /  xp'*ip̂ dTe =  0 for differ­
ent states. Hence Equation 1.28 becomes
T =  j V j l d R  J (1.30)
the integration is over nuclear cordinates in the first integral and over elec­
tronic coordinates in the second one. In addition, since the second integral 
is the electronic transition moment Te, we will have
T„,„» = T , J  <!>‘J>ldR (1.31)
by using the Born-Oppenheimer approximation viz. during an electronic 
transition R changes very slowly thus the transition moment Te can be re­
placed by an average Te. The integral in Equation 1.31 is usually known as 
the overlap integral and its square as the Franck Condon factors. We can
therefore, conclude that a transition is allowed if it is allowed as a dipole
transition for fixed nuclei and the amplitude of transition probability also 
depends on the overlap integral.
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In addition to above, there are other considerations in predicting the 
probability of a certain transition, for instance a selection rule on spin re­
quires that in the absence of spin-orbit coupling, AS =  0. This means that 
the states of different spin do not couple. This is understandable, since the 
electronic wavefunction can be written as a product of orbital and spin parts 
i.e.
=  M .  (1.32)
and since the spin functions axe orthogonal, in the transition matrix T  only 
the wavefunctions with same spin will give a non zero component. Moreover, 
for E states, only E+ —> E+ and E" —> E“ transitions are allowed. For 
homonuclear molecules there is an additional selection rule requiring a g —* u 
transition only.
With the wavelengths that we have used and for our molecules of interest, 
one can envision a simplified MPI spectra resulting from X  —> X  transitions, 
consisting of electron energy peaks corresponding to the ions vibrating in 
different excited levels. The relative amplitudes of these peaks can be given 
by the Franck Condon principle. Figure 1.5 shows this mechanism along 
with the ATI.
1.7.4  In ten se field in teractions
Just as the intense field-matter interactions give rise to modifications in 
atomic energy levels, molecular potentials can also be distorted if the applied 
field is strong enough. Molecule-field interactions can be divided into two 
classes according to the strength of this interaction. For instance, when the 
interaction is weak, the lowest order perturbation theory is still valid and 
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Figure 1.6: Ac Stark shifts of the molecular states as a result of molecule-field 
interactions; note the change in IP.
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factors can be used to predict the vibrational distribution of the molecules. 
However, in the high intensity range, where the ATI processes are observed, 
the molecular potentials are modified in a way which affects both ionization 
and dissociation of molecules. By using arguments similar to the atomic 
case one can show that the ionization potential of molecules is also shifted 
because of the different amount of shifts that different states experience as 
shown in Fig. 1.6.
Apart from ionization there is another way molecules can interact with 
external fields, i.e. they can dissociate into atomic fragments. This usu­
ally happens when the energy of photons is higher than the binding energy 
of the molecule. Any excess energy can be shared by the resulting frag­
ments. An interesting mechanism, similar to above threshold ionization is 
also possible in molecular dissociation, it is called above threshold disso­
ciation (ATD). In ATD, a molecule may absorb more than the necessary 
minimum number of photons (under intense radiation fields) in order to dis­
sociate. In homonuclear diatomic molecules the fragments share the excess 
energy equally between them, therefore, ATD will appear as the a series o f ki­
netic energy peaks, separated by half a photon energy (fuo/2) corresponding 
to each additional photon that was absorbed. Both theorists and experi­
mentalists are working on understanding effects related with this additional 
photon absorption. The most commonly employed model has been that in 
which the molecule-field interaction is explained in the predissociation anal­
ogy. The molecular states are dressed with photons so that the dissociative 
state intersects the ground state in a way similar to predissociation. Predis­
sociation can be understood, by considering two intersecting potential curves 
of a molecule. One of these is bound, (curve X) and the other dissociative,
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Figure 1.7: Predissociation; a molecule may fall apart as a result of transition 
to  a  curve with a lower dissociation limit.
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(curve A) as shown in Figure 1.7. We assume that the energy of exciting 
radiation E lies in the continuum region of curve A, however, curve X still 
has a bound state above E and that the molecule is initially excited to the 
bound state. There exists a finite probability that the molecule may move 
from curve X to curve A and dissociate. This type of dissociation in which a 
molecule may dissociate by virtue of its transition from one state to another 
is called predissociation. The probability of transition depends on parame­
ters like the slope of two curves, the velocity of interauclear motion at the 
point of intersection, and the interaction between the states. In the dressed 
states (Bond Softening) picture, the dissociative state is brought down by 
an energy equal to that of one or more photons such that the bound and 
dissociative states intersect. The intersection allows transitions from one 
state to another and the transitions themselves are equivalent to absorption 
or emission of photons by the molecule. These interactions are discussed in 
the light of our experiments in the later sections of this thesis.
Chapter 2 
Experimental
This section covers my laser systems, the optical setup, time of flight electron 
and mass spectrometers, the vacuum chamber, and the atomic or molecular 
source. I will include only a very brief account of the topics which have been 
discussed in detail in an earlier thesis [2 0 ].
2.1 In tro d u ctio n
My experimental system consists of a laser beam focused into an ultrahigh 
vacuum chamber. The atoms under study are introduced in the form of a 
beam from an effusive source. Molecules on the other hand are let in through 
an effusive nozzle to All the chamber at some backing pressure, typically 
around 10- 6  torr. Fragments resulting from either ionization or dissociation 
are allowed to travel in a field free region before detection by a microchannel 
plate detector. The laser and atomic beams as well as the detector are all set 
at right angles to each other. Electrons or ions are collected with each laser 
shot by the detector. The signal from the detector is amplified and shaped 
before temporary storage in a buffer between the data acquisition system  
and the computer. The raw data in the form of arrival times of electrons or 
ions at the detector with respect to the laser pulse is stored by a Compaq
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386 personal computer. The ion count rate in all experiments is kept at a 
minimum to avoid the buildup of any significant space charge.
2.2 T im e o f  F ligh t S p ectro m eters
When the absorption of photons by the atoms or molecules results in the pro­
duction of electrons or ions, the excess energy is taken up by the fragments 
and can appear in the form of kinetic energy. The kinetic energies of the 
fragments can be measured to give extensive information about the ioniza­
tion or dissociation process and in addition, about the vibrational content of 
the molecular ion. One way of measuring these energies is the time of flight 
(TOF) method. This is a well established method in multiphoton ionization 
(MPI) for isolating a given ion signal from background. In this method, the 
kinetic energy selection is obtained by letting the electrons or ions propagate 
in a field free space. The energy distribution is thus translated into a time 
distribution of electron or ion signal on the detector. In an above threshold 
ionization (ATI) experiment this energy distribution reflects the spectrum of 
different final states, whether the ions are accelerated or not. In ion mea­
surement experiments, the kinetic energy distribution normally represents 
the mass difference between different ions accelerated under the same po­
tential. Our mass spectrometer is however, capable of resolving peaks from 
ions of same mass having different kinetic energies [23]. Finally, since this is 
a multichannel method, it has an advantage of yielding information on the 
whole spectrum in a single laser shot. A disadvantage is however, a decrease 
in resolution for increasing energies.
The electron spectrometer has a 30 cm long field free copper tube. A 
molybdenum plate on one side and a wire mesh on the other keeps the
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Figure 2.1: Schematics of the experimental setup.
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potential in the interaction region as well as the flight tube constant. The 
copper tube is enclosed in a mu metal cylinder for magnetic shielding. A 
2  mm hole in the centre of this plate is sufficiently large to allow most of 
the electrons travelling parallel to laser polarization to reach the detector. 
The copper tube and the molybdenum plate are both coated with a fine 
layer of carbon to reduce the contact potentials due to any stray fields. The 
detector consists of modified dual microchannel plates and a conical anode. 
The bias voltage of the plates is about 2.2 kV with an overall gain of 107. 
This is enough to produce a potential of around 60 mV across a 50 ohm 
resistor. The impedence matched conical anode is used to couple the signal 
to a 200 MHz discriminator after two amplifier stages. The resolution of this 
spectrometer is better than 50 meV for 1 eV electrons. Its calibration is done 
with the well known photoelectron spectra of Xenon.
The mass spectrometer works on the same principle as the electron spec­
trometer except that it is used to measure the kinetic energies of fragments 
which result from the dissociation of molecules. In addition, the interaction 
region has extraction fields instead of being field free. This becomes neces­
sary because of the large disparity in the nuclear and electronic masses and 
hence respective velocities. In the presence of these extraction fields, even 
the ions which have a velocity component in the direction opposite to the 
detector can be turned around and made to reach the detector if the field 
is strong enough. The result is that there is a pair of peaks for every dis­
sociation event separated by some time interval, obviously the turn around 
time.
The separation between the corresponding peaks can be used with other 
experimental parameters to measure the kinetic energy A U  of the dissociat­
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ing fragments [23]. The total kinetic energy of the ions as a function of the 
time separation At between these two peaks is
=  L qB . [ V l c m ] A t [ ^ c \ ?
1 1 m  2.04 ' v '
where q is the charge and m is the mass of the fragments in amu, and Ea is the 
electric field applied across the interaction region. An Einsel lens arrange­
ment is used to optimize the ion signal on the detector. This arrangement, 
by passing the ions through several focusing regions corrects the divergences 
of the ions and guides them towards the detector. This spectrometer was 
calibrated by the weak field photodissociation of CI2 molecules [24].
2.3 D a ta  C o llection  and A n a lysis
Schematics of the data acquisition system are shown in Fig. 2.2. The output 
from the detector after amplification and discrimination is fed to a Lecroy 
4208 Time to Digital Converter (TDC) via a CAMAC system. The TDC 
measures the relative time delay between a laser shot and the arrival of elec­
trons or ions at the detector, at a capacity of upto eight hits per shot. These 
arrival times axe then stored into a memory buffer instead of the computer 
itself. This buffer is capable of collecting arrival times from 4000 consecutive 
laser shots before its memory gets filled up. The memory buffer has been 
programmed such that the collected data is transferred to the computer once 
the buffer gets half full.
Data collection involves a set of multiple commands issued by the com­
puter to the collecting module and its responses. This means that the com­
puter is in a constant act of talking to the data acquisition system. This 













Figure 2 .2 : A block diagram of the data acquisition system.
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running at low repetition rates. However, once the repetition rate of experi­
ments becomes higher than 500 Hz, typical personal computers can not keep 
up with it. Use of an auxiliary crate controller or memory buffer has reduced 
the number of commands handled by the computer by orders of magnitude. 
It does not have to communicate with the acquisition modules for every bit 
and piece of information at each laser shot any more. Instead it does so once 
every two thousand shots. Consequently, I have acquired the capability to  
take maximum advantage of our multi-kHz laser system by a ‘combination 
of hardware and software’.
Once a data set is stored in the computer memory in the form of arrival 
times of electrons or ions, it can later be recalled for conversion to an energy 
spectrum. This is done by a computer program which uses constant energy 
bins for the integration of number of counts as a function of kinetic energy. I 
have included some important computer programs that I developed for this 
multi-kHz data acquisition system in the appendix at the end.
2 .4  T h e  v a cu u m  sy s te m
The vacuum chambers were differentially pumped, utilizing a six inch preg­
nant type liquid nitrogen cooled diffusion pump and a 360 liters/sec turbo 
pump. Increase in throughput at the spectrometer’s location is achieved by 
using a smaller 50 liters/sec turbo pump. This combination yields a back­
ground pressure as low as 10~ 9  torr in the interaction region. The atomic 
beam experiment uses a separate atomic beam chamber which is isolated 
from the main chamber when molecular experiments are performed. Gases 
are introduced into the system with the help of an effusive nozzle.
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The atomic beam, the laser beam and the electron or ion detector are set at 
right angles to each other.
2.5 L aser sy stem s
The nanosecond Nd:YAG is a commercial Q-switched laser system. Its out­
put is 1.5 Joules, 1064 nm, at 10 Hz in a near Gaussian spatial mode. It 
consists of a pulsed flash lamp pumped Q-switched oscillator and a single pass 
amplifier [25]. Laser light at 532 nm and other harmonics of YAG (yttrium  
aluminum garnet) is obtained by frequency doubling or tripling in nonlinear 
crystals. Energy output of all lasers is kept fixed due to concerns about any 
variation in the mode quality of the output. Power attenuation, frequency 
doubling, or polarization rotation are all accomplished external to the res­
onators. Light is transported to the vacuum chambers with reflections from 
dielectric mirrors. Power attenuators consist of a half wave plate-dielectric 
polarizer combination. Multiple order half or quarter wave plates are used 
for varying the laser polarization. Spot sizes of the lasers at the focus are 
measured in advance by using geometric optics. This is done with the help of 
CCD camera imaging of the laser beam while moving a razor blade through 
the focus. The knowledge of spot size is used to calculate the peak intensity 
I  in the focussed beam as
/[W /cm 2] =  (2 .2 )t [sec\ 7rr‘
where r is the radius of the spot in centimeters and r  the laser pulsewidth.
2 .6  T h e  R eg en era tiv e  A m plifier
It is obvious from Table 1 that both pico- and nano-second lasers whose light 
could be focused to high intensities that were commercially available had 
serious limitations as far as the spatial mode quality and pulse repetition 
rate is concerned. An incomplete infomation about or uncertainty in the 
spatial mode of the laser curtails any accurate estimate of the intensities to 
which the atoms or molecules are exposed in the laser focus. And this means 
in turn that the intensity dependent processes will have little chance of a 
correct explanation. Although it is possible to spatially filter the output from 
lasers with nongaussian modes to improve upon their mode quality, these 
methods not only add complications to the system but also cut down on the 
available output power. At the time that I started working on MPI studies, 
interest was growing in the development of a new kind of laser systems called 
cw regenerative amplifiers. Even though these systems were in a stage of 
evolution, their potential for generating high intensities at high repetition 
rates with desirable mode quality looked promising. It will become clear in 
the following sections how important the repetition rate of the laser source is 
in doing nonresonant MPI spectroscopy. A  m ulti-k iloh ertz  sy stem  was 
d evelop ed  and characterized  at B rookhaven  Labs, and it  tu rn ed  
o u t not on ly  a reliab le p icosecon d  light source [1 0 ] in it s e lf  b u t w as 
also  very  critica lly  responsib le  for ach iev ing  th e  first ever  dou b le  
d ig it conversion  in a synch ron ously  pum ped  d ye am plifier sy stem
Table 1 EXAMPLES OP HIGH REP RATE LASERS
Laser type Energy/pulse (mJ) Rep rate (kHz) Pulsewidth Gaussian mode wavelength (
YLF mode locked 1 0 " 4 1 0 5 50 psec yes 1053
Copper vapor 5 - 8 5- 20 40 nsec no 511,578
Excimer 50 0.1 - 0.5 1 0  nsec no 308,315
All in one 1 1 lOOpsec yes 1064
YLF regen 1 - 5 1 - 5 50 psec yes 1053
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2 .6 .1  Im p o rta n ce  o f  laser r e p e tit io n  ra te
In general, most experiments would benefit from an increase in repetition 
rate, assuming that the other characteristics of the laser are not dramatically 
compromised. Exceptions would of course be studies in which some dynami­
cal decay or recovery time of the system under investigation is slow compared 
to the repetition rate of the laser. Signal averaging predicts that the signal- 
to-noise ratio (SNR) for an experiment is proportional to the square root of 
the number of counts. In principle, one could attain arbitrarily high pre­
cision by counting for long times but this is often not practical because of 
long term instabilities in the experimental system or finite sample quantities 
which introduce new sources of uncertainty to the signal. High-repetiton rate 
laser systems are advantageous in their ability to accumulate a statistically 
meaningful signal in a relatively short time period. Another improvement 
in the signal-to-noise ratio of an experiment can be realized with high repe­
tition rate lasers by the application of signal-enhancement techniques based 
on bandwidth reduction [27]. Although the ability to detect and process a 
signal against a white noise environment is significantly enhanced by such 
techniques the low-duty cycle associated with low repetition rate lasers makes 
this application essentially inefficient. Finally, for certain experimental stud­
ies to achieve a minimal acceptable count rate, high peak power pulses axe 
needed for either driving a particular weak transition and/or efficiently up- or 
down-converting radiation in a spectral region of interest, but one finds that 
there is indeed a practical upper limit for usable peak power. For instance, 
an experiment designed to perform transient Raman spectroscopy requires 
high peak power lasers to efficiently pump the inherently weak transition
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and overcome the low transient densities; however too much pump power 
leads to unwanted secondary processes, such as multiphoton ionization and 
dissociation, that tend to mask or diminish the desired signal. Therefore, the 
ability to work at lower peak powers dictates the need for higher repetition 
rates.
2.6.2  G eneral D esign  C onsiderations
A regenerative amplifier’s operational parameters make it distinct from a 
conventional single pass amplifier in many aspects of performance. For one, 
the regenerative amplifier should be viewed as a stable high-Q resonator ca­
pable of producing gain for multiple passes of a single seed pulse. Obvoiusly, 
the choice of resonator design, gain medium, and mode of operation will 
greatly influence the ultimate performance of such a system. In fact, regen­
erative amplifiers that have been reported so far have a spectrum of output 
characteristics and operation conditions. In this section, I will contrast these 
various choices by describing the advantages and disadvantages of each.
In principle, the physical and optical properties of the amplifying medium 
determine the output characteristics of an amplifier. The pulse width, energy, 
and the possible repetition rate depend upon the properties of the material 
being used like bandwidth, thermal conductivity, radiative life time, etc. For 
high repetition rate operation (over 500 Hz), a material with a higher ther­
mal conductivity is required. The well known problems associated with the 
lower thermal conductivity of Nd:Glass exclude its use in a high rep rate 
system. Nd:YAG is one such material that has been used successfully as 
a gain medium in kHz regenerative amplifiers [28] - [31]. A typical output
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of a Nd:YAG regenerative amplifier would be 100 picosec, 1  mJ pulses at 
a 1  kHz repetition rate. It is obvious that the pulse duration is larger and 
the energies lower than Nd:Glass because of the narrower bandwidth and 
lower saturation fluence but the repetition rate is almost two orders of mag­
nitude higher. However, Nd:YAG has some major disadvantages for reliable 
regenerative amplifier operation. Its isotropic output and strong thermal 
birefringence result in the unwanted coupling of a substantial amount of 
power out of the cavity through intracavity polarizing optics. Also, NdrYAG 
exhibits strong thermal lensing which limits the dynamic range of operation 
since the YAG rod is effectively a thermally sensitive lens. Thus the cavity 
must be optimized for a particular loading of the amplifier, i.e. repetition 
rate and pump power. A superior material for use in a high repetition rate 
regenerative amplifier is NdrYLF because of its better optical and thermal 
properties, as listed in Table 2 [32,33]. Its physical characteristics include 
a three times larger bandwidth and longer lifetime than YAG, and a much 
lower value for thermally induced lensing and birefringence. Its stimulated 
emission cross section is comparable to that of YAG. All these properties 
lead to an output whose width is three times shorter than YAG, substan­
tially lower losses through the intra-cavity polarizers, a lower lasing threshold 
and most importantly, an amplifier capable of operating over a wide range 
of thermal loading.
A final consideration for general design of a regenerative amplifier is the 
method of pumping, that is, cw or pulsed flashlamps. For high repetition 
rates, cw operation has many advantages. The most obvious advantage is 
the absence of any pulsed power supplies which are inherently cumbersome. 
In fact, for the cw-pumped system described here the repetition rate is cur­
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rently limited to 3.5 kHz by the electro-optic material. This represents a 
significantly less severe technological limit than high repetition rate flash- 
lamp power supplies. A more subtle but equally important advantage of 
ctw-pumping is the mode quality and stability of the output. The mode qual­
ity of the amplified output depends upon the time the seed pulse is allowed to 
remain in the regenerative amplifier in order to define its transverse spatial 
mode. This time is determined by the characteristics of the amplifier which is 
directly dependent upon the build-up time of the Q-switched envelop within 
the amplifier cavity. Physically, this corresponds to the time of maximum 
photon density in the amplifier cavity. The build-up time, Tj,, will depend on 
the pump rate, such that the higher the gain or initial population inversion 
in the amplifier the shorter the T4 . Consequently, the seed pulse maks fewer 
passes before reaching saturation. Consider the following numerical example. 
The Q-switch build-up time is given by [34],
95 T
%  «  x  f  (2.3)
r — 1  oc
where T  =  2 L /c is the round-trip time in the amplifier cavity, 6C is the 
fractional power loss per round trip due to cavity losses, and r is defined as 
the ratio of the initial population inversion at Q-switching to the threshold 
inversion after Q-switching. For a typical regenerative amplifier cavity T  =  
1 0  ns and Sc =  0.1. Consider a pulsed flashlamp pumped system operating 
in the high gain limit, r ~  200. This yields a value for TJ, ~  10 ns or one 
round-trip. By contrast, a cia-pumped regen operating at low gain, r ~  4, 
has a build-up time T& ~  800 ns or 80 round-trips. Clearly, the seed pulse will 
spend a significantly longer time in the cry-pumped amplifier cavity which 
in turn will result in a better defined transverse mode structure. Likewise,
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the pulse-to-pulse stability will also benefit from this scheme since the long 
build-up time is less sensitive to deviations in the pump power or cavity 
instabilities. It is important to note that in both examples the output energy 
is the same since the cavity is usually limited by the damage threshold. The 
following sections will exemplify these advantages as it pertains to my cw- 
pumped Nd:YLF regenerative amplifier system.
2 .6 .3  E x p e r im e n ta l  
A p p aratu s
The oscillator, as shown in  Fig. 2.3, is a Quantronix model 496, cw-pumped 
mode locked Nd:YLF laser producing 40 picosec, 150 nJ, 1.053 yxa pulses at 
100 MHz. Two 5% beam splitters (BS1 and BS2) are used to seed less than 
1%, ~  100 p J t of this output into the regenerative amplifier. A Faraday 
rotator (FR), with an extinction ratio of >  1000 : 1, in conjunction with 
the beam splitters provides sufficient optical isolation between the oscillator 
and the amplifier. This isolation is necessary to provide stable operation 
and protection of the mode locked laser against amplifier feedback. A half 
wave plate (W P1) provides control over the polarization of the seed pulses. 
Furthermore, since the seed pulses are coupled into the amplifier through a  
polarizer (P I), rotation of the wave plate (W P1) provides control over the 
input energy of the seed pulses. It should be noted that more than 90% 
of the oscillator output is available for frequency doubling for subsequent 
synchronous pumping of a mode locked dye laser.
The regenerative amplifier is a stable convex-concave resonator, a design 
known for high energy extraction. This configuration was chosen to provide 
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Figure 2.3: Schematics of my regenerative amplifier.
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minimize the energy density on critical optical components. The resulting 
transverse mode distribution along the propagation direction is tapered. The 
maximum beam diameter is located at the concave mirror while the waist 
is located outside the cavity. Optical components with the lowest damage 
threshold are therefore located at the concave mirror side of the cavity. The 
values listed in Fig. 2.3 are the beam diameters at the e~2 field values at the 
various components. The concave mirror (M l) is a high reflector, 99.8%R, 
with a 200 cm radius of curvature. Three 120 cm convex partial reflectors 
(M2) with reflectivities of 88%, 97%, and 99% were used to characterize the 
system. The gain medium was a wedged faced 4 mm diameter x 104 mm long 
Nd:YLF rod housed in a Quantronix model 117 single lamp head. An aper­
ture located 22 cm from mirror M2 provides sufficient selectivity for T E M qq 
mode operation. An intra-cavity cylindrical lens is used to correct for astig­
matism and asymmetric distortions in the output beam [35]. Various cavity 
lengths were tested and an optimum length was determined to be that which 
provided a 10.5 ns round trip time. A pair of Brewster angle dielectric polar­
izers (PI and P2) operating in the reflective mode limited the cw-oscillations 
to 1.053 fim while maintaining a linear cavity with a good extinction ratio. 
These polarizers, as well as other optical components, were selected for their 
high damage threshold (few G W / cm2), and minimal loss and wavefront dis­
tortions. The amplifier resonator described above will produce 16 W of cw 
power at 1053 nm as measured through a 12% output coupler. The electro- 
optic switch consists of a static quarter wave plate (WP2) and a Medox 
Electro-Optics model DR85-A Pockels cell (PC) assembly and driver. Two 
PC materials were tested for regenerative amplifier operation, namely
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K D mP  and LiNbO3. As will be discussed, the latter was found to be the 
superior material for low single pass gain regenerative amplifiers.
O p eration
The regenerative amplifier operation can be visualized as four simple steps, 
(1) trapping a single pulse from the mode lock seed train in the amplifier 
resonator, (2) simultaneously Q-switching the amplifier resonator, (3) letting 
the trapped pulse build up gain by undergoing N round trips, where N  >  2, 
and (4) at saturation cavity dumping the amplified pulse. The above func­
tions are all controlled by the static quarter-wave plate and the single PC. 
The Medox Electro-Optic PC and driver [36] employs a double pulse design 
with a 6 nanosecond optical rise time. The first quarter wave transition of 
the PC traps the seed pulse and Q-switches the amplifier. The second de­
layed half-wave transition, cavity dumps the amplified pulse. Alternatively, 
two separate Pockels cells can be used [29] but the Medox design minimizes 
cavity losses.
Lets consider the operation in more detail. Referring to Fig. 2.3, the seed 
and output beams of the amplifier counter-propagate along the same path 
and diverge after the beam splitter, BS2. Each beam must be p-polarized 
to transmit through polarizer PI. Conversely, the amplifier resonator will 
only oscillate in the 5-wave configuration as dictated by the reflective mode 
of the polarizers PI and P2. Thus, for a pulse to be trapped in the amplifier 
it must have its’ input polarization rotate from p- to 3-wave. Initially, with 
no voltage (zero retardation) on the PC the static quarter wave plate is 
oriented to produce a |  retardation in the amplifier cavity. Thus, the cavity 
Q is fustrated and any seed pulses entering the cavity will undergo a total tt
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phase shift in four passes through WP2 and exit the amplifier with virtually 
no gain. Likewise, with a quarter wave voltage applied to the PC the seed 
pulse will exit after two passes through WP2  and PC. However, a pulse 
present inside the amplifier during the PC transition from zero to quarter 
wave retardation will suffer an additional ~ retardation and remain trapped 
in the amplifier. In addition, the same transition will Q-switch the amplifier 
cavity. Amplification of this trapped pulse will continue with each subsequent 
pass through the YLF rod until a halfwave voltage retardation) is applied 
to the PC. At that time the pulse is rotated to a p~wave and exits the amplifier 
through polarizer PI. The optimum cavity dumping time is equal to the Q- 
switch build-up time, 2 j, which is determined by the characteristics of the 
resonator and pumping rate.
2 .6 .4  R esu lts
Figure 2.4 is a photograph of the leakage light through the concave mirror, 
(M l) sampled by a fast photodiode during regenerative amplifier operation 
without cavity dumping. Each successive peak is the single trapped pulse 
changing in amplitude (gain or decay) as it returns to mirror M l in the 
cavity round trip time. The gain profile is identical to that of the Q-switched 
envelope from the same cavity with no seed pulse. The build-up time to the 
point of maximum photon density is typically 700 ns or 70 round trips. It 
is at this time that the half-wave voltage is applied to the PC to initiate 
cavity dumping. As seen in Figure 2.5, all the energy is removed from the 
cavity and a single pulse emerges along the output direction. The output in 
Fig. 2.5 (b) is a 40 ps, 3.5 mJ pulse running at a 1  kHz repetition rate. The 
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Figure 2.4: Evolution of a seed pulse inside the regenerative amplifier without 
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Figure 2.5: The gain of regenerative amplifier can be extracted in a single 
pulse (a), leaving no energy in the resonator (b).
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5 mJ per pulse at 700 Hz limited by the damage threshold of the LiNbO 3  
crystal. Figure 2.6 is a plot of the energy per pulse and average power as a 
function of repetition rate. As is evident from the curve, there is a roll-off 
in the energy at 700 Hz. This roll-off occurs at a value slightly less than the 
one reported by Bado et al [32].
I used two methods for determining the mode quality and stability during 
operation of the regenerative amplifier. These included measuring the beam 
diameter at various points outside and inside the cavity as a function of lamp 
current and repetition rate. To test the mode structure within the cavity, 
we used the Gaussian beam propagation theory [37] to calculate the e“ 2 
radius at various positions in the cavity. The thermal lensing focal lengths 
f±  and /|| for the YLF rod assumed axe typically 15 and 6  m, respectively 
[38]. The calculated beam diameters agree with the measured values at 
various positions to within 15%. In fact, as the lamp current is varied over 
its entire dynamical range, no significant change is produced in the mode 
distributions. Likewise, the same insensitivity is observed over a range of 
repetition rates from 0.1 to 2 kHz. The measured/calculated e- 2  diameters 
of our cavity mode axe shown in Fig. 2.3. The external fax field mode quality 
was monitored with an infra red sensitive CCD camera. The data was fit 
using a Gauss-Newton algorithm. The results of one of the fits is shown in 
Fig. 2.7. This is a one-dimensional slice of the beam profile taken 6  meters 
from the laser. The figure shows excellent agreement between the data and 
the lowest order gaussian mode, TEMqq. To test the validity of the fits, 
analyses were conducted that include higher-order modes; this produced no 
significant improvement in the fits. The ability to operate the regenerative 









Figure 2.6: Energy (open circles) and power (dark circles) output of the 
regenerative amplifier as a function of repetition rate.
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to the negligible thermal lensing and birefringence of Nd:YLF. In Nd:YAG, 
where the lensing is more significant, care must be taken to avoid high energy 
density build-up within the resonator as the pump power or repetition rate is 
varied. Consequently, there may be a need to readjust the cavity alignment 
for various operational conditions. However, the Nd:YLF system runs with 
constant mode structure and stability over a large dynamical range and for 
extended intervals of time without the need of lengthy adjustments.
The Q-switching, pulse selection and cavity dumping are controlled by a 
single Pockels cell. Consequently, the choice of this material will effect the 
purity of the output and the maximum repetition rate. We have evaluated 
both LiNbOz and K D * P  crystals for optimum cw regenerative amplifier op­
eration. The crystal dimensions were 9 X 9 X 25 mm.  The LiNbO^ was 
housed in dry cell but the K D * P  was housed in a specially designed INRAD 
cell with 100 fim thick film of FC43, the index matching fluid. This design 
will minimize thermal blooming problems associated with the fluid. My cri­
teria for judging the materials’ performance is based upon their extinction 
coefficient, absorption, ■ and repetition rate achieved. K D * P  is an attrac­
tive material because of its higher contrast ratio and relative immunity to 
acoustic noise at high repetition rates. However, its high residual absorption 
(~  2.5% single pass) overwhelms its benefits. In our system, the thermal 
blooming associated with the high absorption became a significant problem 
at 400 Hz resulting in an unstable spatial mode. K D * P  has not been ob­
served to create severe thermal problems in pulsed high gain regenerative 
amplifiers running at kHz rates and similar energy outputs [39]. This is a 
consequence of the smaller number of passes in these amplifiers or the smaller 
average power loading per single output pulse. The residual absorption is
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also a source of degrading mode quality. Ultimately, I found LiNbO3  to be 
the superior material for our regenerative amplifier’s overall performance. 
However, the L iN b03 is limiting our system’s maximum repetition rate due 
to acoustic ringing [40]. The mechanical stress on the L iN b03 crystal as a 
result of switching high voltages across it temporarily deforms the crystal. 
This deformation and subsequent relaxation propagates through the crystal 
in the form of acoustic waves. Initially, these waves drastically affected the 
performance of our PC. One solution to this problem is to use a larger crys­
tal. Another more practical one is to couple these waves out of the crystal by 
using a material which has a similar acoustic impedence as LiN b03 as first 
reported by Dawes and Sceats [41] whose technique I followed. The ground 
electrode is bonded to a lead block to achieve efficient removal of acoustic 
energy. This results in our laser producing 1  m j per pulse at 3.5 kHz.
2.6 .5  C ontrast ratio
A magnified view of the output of the regenerative amplifiers will show that 
there are some leading and trailing secondary pulses around the main pulse. 
For instance in Fig. 2.8, A is the main pulse, whereas B and C are the 
secondary pulses. Let us consider the reasons for their origin in detail. The 
finite extinction ratio of the polarizers and the limited contrast ratio of the 
Pockels cell crystal, there is always some energy leaking out of the cavity 
through the polarizer during the pulse buildup time. This leakage gives rise to 
a sequence of premature output pulses (marked B in Fig. 2.8). Experimental 
verification was performed by the addition of an external pulse selector in the 
input pulse train before injection. This allowed selection of a single seed pulse 
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Figure 2.8: Contrast ratio of output pulses from the regenerative amplifier; 
origin of A, B, and C is discussed in the text.
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contrast ratio of pulses marked B to the main pulse A. It is worth noting that 
even though two polarizers are installed in the resonator, only one of them 
is effective in cavity dumping, thereby further decreasing the contrast ratio 
of the output. I observed a ratio of about 100 : 1 between the main output 
and the largest leading pulse. Applications where frequency doubling of the 
output is desired, a quadratic elimination of the leakage would be achieved 
by the nonlinear crystal. Additional cleaning up of the fundamental can be 
done by using an extra cavity pulse selector. A KD*P  crystal (for better 
contrast ratio) when used externally can be operated at higher repetition 
rates than an internal one because of the lower average power dissipations 
exterior to the cavity.
In order to understand the origin of pulses C, note that there is a differ­
ence in the lengths of the oscillator and the amplifier cavities. Every pulse 
makes two passes through the resonator before exiting. Since the two cavity 
lengths are not equal, there are always two pulses present inside the cavity 
separated by twice the cavity length difference at the moment the voltages 
are switched on the PC. One of them is approaching the switching device 
for the first time while the other has made one round trip of the cavity. The 
optimum condition would be to keep the two cavity lengths exactly equal. 
However, there is still the problem of finite contrast and extinction ratios 
of the PC and the polarizers. Even if the two cavity lengths are equal, 
these secondary pulses are there since the Pockels cell-polarizer combination 
is not capable of completely rejecting the pulses with wrong polarization. 
However, one might not be able to resolve these secondary pulses. Some 
applications may find it more appropriate to separate them from the main 
pulse as much as possible if they cannot be avoided completely. The studies
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using K D *P  because of its higher contrast ratio did not result in any signif­
icant improvement in suppressing pulses C. I believe that this is due to the 
limited extinction ratio of our polarizer-PC combination. Adding external 
polarizers does not work because pulses C have the same polarization as the 
main pulse.
A final consideration in trapping the right seed pulse is the finite rise time 
associated with the high voltage pulse which is applied across the Pockels cell 
crystal. Obviously, this time has to be shorter than the interval between two 
consecutive mode locked seed pulses to trap a single pulse. For instance, in 
our system the optical switching time is about 6  nsec which means that for 
the PC to switch the polarization of the pulses effectively, our regenerative 
amplifier’s resonator length can be within ±2 nsec (roughly ±24 inches) of 
the oscillator. If the difference in resonator lengths is more than two nsec, one 
or both (depending on the difference) of the secondary pulses would arrive 
at the PC when it does not have an exact quarterwave or zero voltage. This 
results in a poor contrast ratio. These secondary pulses can be suppressed 
if one has a single seed pulse instead of a train of pulses. This is possible 
by using a pulse selector on the input seed pulses. I observed a significant 
improvement in this contrast ratio, which became >  1000:1. The timings of 
the two Pockels cells have to be adjusted relative to each other to obtain the 
best possible contrast ratio.
Chapter 3
High Resolution Multiphoton 
Spectroscopy of Hydrogen 
Molecules
I report on the multiphoton ionization and dissociation of hydrogen and 
deuterium molecules in intense laser fields. Measurements include energy 
resolved photoelectron and mass spectroscopy. Due to the high resolution of 
our electron spectrometer, I am able to observe clear shifts in the vibrational 
distribution of the H j ion as the laser intensity is varied. In addition, I 
am reporting in this chapter the first experimental demonstration of differ­
ent dissociation branching ratios as a function of laser intensity in HjJ" and 
Dj". My results support the dressed states (Bond Softening) picture at least 
qualitatively but some differences exist with the quantitative predictions. 
Finally, an intermediate state which is enhancing the MPI at five photon 
level has also been identified correctly. This became possible partly due to 
the use of two slightly different wavelengths and partly because of our high 
resolution electron spectrometer. The identity of this state is confirmed by 
the vibrational distribution behavior of H j at different laser intensities and 
frequencies.
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3.1  In tro d u ctio n
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Molecular hydrogen represents the “model” molecular system for field- 
molecule studies because of its simple and well known molecular structure. 
As a result it should provide the foundation for future studies on more com­
plex molecular systems. The effects of intense fields on H2 have been studied 
lately by observing the above threshold ionization and dissociation (ATI 
and ATD) phenomena through resonant [3,4] and non-resonant [5,6,7] multi­
photon ionization (MPI). Several treatments for the photodissociation of H2 , 
dressed states model [7,42,43] for instance, have been proposed. In this study 
[8 ] I have been able to observe a clear evidence of intense field deformation of 
the molecular states in my vibrationally resolved spectra. I am reporting the 
first experimented verification of strong field dynamics of branching ratios of 
dissociation via different ATD channels as predicted by theory [7,42,43]. I 
have also contrasted my branching ratios to the ones obtained by the simple 
Landau-Zener (LZ) curve crossing probabilities and have found a good quali­
tative agreement between the two. The results from simultaneous studies on 
the D 2 molecule are consistent with its heavier mass and lower vibrational 
frequencies and further strengthen the dressed molecular states picture.
Figure 3.1 from ref. [7] is a potential energy curve for the H2 molecule 
showing some relevant states. It is clear that a number of simultaneous 
nonlinear processes are possible with the absorption of several ~  2.3 eV 
photons by the X 1 S^', ground state of H2 . For instance, the lowest order 
transition involves an absorption of four photons resulting in a coupling to 
the dissociative b3SJ state.
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Figure 3.1: Some relevant potential energy curves for hydrogen from refer­
ence 7. The arrows represent 532 am photons.
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This is a four photon g — ► u transition and therefore, the probability of its 
occcurance is small because of the selection rules . Since the first ionization 
potential of H2 is 15.425 eV, an absorption of seven photons may result in 
populating the X2£+  ( 1 s <t s )  state in the first few vibrational levels, whereas 
higher levels can be excited via ATI.
H*[X lE+] +  7hu> — ► H +[X  2 E+] +  e" +  [KE\  (3.2)
The H j ion once formed may absorb additional photons resulting in pho­
toionization or dissociation or both.
H+ [X 2 E+] +  mkuj — > H + p +  +  [KE]  (3.3)
and
H + [X  2£+] +  nhio — ^ p + + p+ +  e~ +  [KE]  (3.4)
where m  and n are the least number of photons required for the transitions. 
There are two types of dissociations that we encounter in the present ex­
periment. The first one occurs by absorbing the least number of photons 
necessary to couple the bound state to the dissociative state. On the other 
hand, more photons can be absorbed for the same process if  it is taking 
place under intense fields. This is similar to the process of above threshold 
ionization which proceeds with more photons than the least necessary. The 
difference is that it is dissociation instead of ionization which results from the 
absorption in the continuum and has been named above threshold dissocia­
tion. Other possible channels include e.g., the ionization of atomic hydrogen 
resulting from the dissociation of H2  or H j. We see very little evidence for 
the atomic ionization (H  +  nTuo — > H + +  e“ ) channel in our spectra.
In this study the molecules were irradiated by the second harmonics of 
both NdrYAG and Nd:YLF lasers [10,25]. The intensity ranges for 532 and
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527 nm radiations were 8  x 1011 to ~  1013 W /cm 2 and 5 x 101 2 to 4 x 
1013 W /cm2, respectively. The well resolved intensity dependent electron 
and proton spectra along with the comparison of data taken at two slighly 
different wavelengths (527 and 532 nm) and for two different isotopes is very 
useful in elucidating the interaction dynamics predicted by existing models. 
The apparatus consists of ultra high vacuum chambers equipped with time 
of flight electron and mass spectrometers.
3.2 D ressed  S ta te  P ictu re
The dressed molecular states picture has been widely used by theorists for 
describing the interaction of molecules with intense radiation fields [42,43], 
similar to the dressed atomic states concept. In this picture the interact­
ing molecules and laser field are considered as a single dynamical system. 
The total energy before and after an interaction takes place is the sum of 
molecular and field energies and multiphoton processes are considered as a 
redistribution of energy between the molecule and the field. For instance, if a 
molecule undergoes photodissociation as a result of excitation from a bound 
state to a dissociative state then in the dressed states picture the dissociative 
state intersects the bound state as shown in Fig.3.2. This picture is analo­
gous to predissociation in molecules where bound states are imbedded in a 
dissociative continuum. The two field dressed electronic states are coupled 
through the laser field as a result of the interaction yw  • E,  where y 12 is 
the electronic transition moment and E  is the electric field amplitude of the 
laser. For parallel transitions, y  is parallel to the molecular axis and thus, 








Figure 3.2: Intersection of potential curves in the dressed states picture as a 
result of single photon dressing of the dissociative state. Ed and Ep  are the 
dissociation and total fragment kinetic energies, respectively.
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along the laser field. In other words, the stronger the parallel component of 
the laser field, the more probable is the dissociation process.
Figure 3.3 is a schematic of such ‘dressing’ of states in H2 . The initial 
state is lso^, the ground state of Hj; and dissociation is assumed to be 
occuring through the repulsive 2 p<ru state. Both of these states have been 
dressed with a different number of photons. The repulsive state has only been 
dressed with an odd number of photons whereas the bound state with only 
even due to the selection rules governing dipole transitions. It is shown in Fig. 
3.3 that Hj dissociation can proceed via three different channels if dressed 
with a maximum of three photons. These different dissociation channels 
labelled A, B, and C result from the three intersections of the potential
curves. Transitions from one curve to another are possible via absorption or
emission of photon(s) at the point of intersection, e.g. transition from | g, n =  
0 >  to | u ,n  =  3 >  involves a three photon absorption. Channels A and C 
result from the one and three photon transitions of the bound state on to 
the dressed dissociative state. Channel B on the other hand is an absorption 
of three photons and emission of one of them at the respective intersections. 
As a result of these transitions, the molecule dissociates and any energy in 
excess of the dissociation threshold is shared among its fragments. The total 
kinetic energy K E  of fragments in the three channels is given by
[KE]a =  (E +  hu>- Ed ) (3.5)
[KE]C =  (E +  Zhw -  Ed ) (3.6)
and
[KE]b =  (E +  2hu> -  Ed ) (3.7)








Figure 3.3: Dressing of molecular states and resulting dissociation channels; g 
and u are the bound and dissociative states, whereas n indicates the number 






threshold. The relative intensity of these peaks have been predicted theoret­
ically by using nonperturbative Floquet calculations [43]. These calculations 
predicted proton kinetic energies separated by hu>/2. I have observed these 
various dissociation channels in my experimental studies on hydrogen. Fur­
thermore, I see a drop in dissociation via channel C, as predicted by the 
dressed states theory. The reason is that dressed states with the same sym­
metry avoid crossing each other which gives rise to an avoided crossing gap. 
The size of this gap depends on the strength of the molecule-field inter­
action. A wider gap (meaning a stronger interaction) at the one photon 
crossing (| g, n  =  0 >  and | u,n  =  1 > ) results in an increased dissociation 
via channel A. Meanwhile, the gap at the three photon crossing (| g, n =  2 >  
and | u ,n  =  3 > ) initiates a  competition between channels B and C. In 
the low intensity limit the interaction may be negligible, implying a smaller 
gap resulting in a high probability for curve crossing. However, when the 
laser intensities are high the second gap opens up wider and a curve crossing 
leading to channel C becomes less probable.
Additional effects of these molecule-field interactions of varying strength 
can be observed in the photo electron and mass spectra. First of all, any 
vibrational levels of 1 s<rg that happen to lie between the avoided crossing 
gap that results from the field molecule interaction will become unstable 
and if the multiple photon energy is sufficient to excite a molecule into these 
vibrational levels, it will readily dissociate. Since this avoided crossing gap is 
a consequence of the molecule-field interaction, the stronger the field gets, the 
wider will the gap open. This in turn means that more and more vibrational 
levels will become unstable with increasing laser intensity. Consequently, the 
mass spectrum should show a shift in the vibrational distribution maxima
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of the fragments towards lower vibrational levels as they start becoming 
unstable. Moreover, since the ls<rg potential is being distorted by the field 
in such a way that it becomes shallower with increasing intensity, a drop 
in the vibration frequency talces place. Lowering of vibrational levels would 
mean more excess energy available to the outgoing electrons from a given 
level and the corresponding peaks in the photoelectron spectra are expected 
to shift towards higher energies.
F loq u et calcu lations
In the dressed state formulation Floquet calculations are commonly used in 
order to calculate the molecular potentials in the presence of strong laser 
fields. The laser field is treated as a periodic perturbation to the molecular 
Hamiltonian which is written as a sum of molecular, field, and interactions 
terms as
H  — H m o l e c u l e  “I" A f i e l d  "t" H i n t e r a c t i o n  (3.8)
The Floquet procedure consists of dressing the unperturbed molecular states 
by the laser field. Each state is considered as a product of a wavefunction 
of the molecular variables and a photon state | n >  with n photons. Only 
the states of interest Eire dressed in this manner with a number of photons. 
These new states are defined as
| e , n >  =  | e >  | n >  (3.9)
where | e >  contains information on all relevant quantum numbers (spin, 
symmetry, etc.) Solution of the Schrodinger equation using this new basis 
results in electron energy functions in the laser field. Once the potentials 
have been dressed by the field, simple Landau-Zener calculations [45] are
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used to predict the probability that the molecule will evolve along a given 
trajectory in the potential diagram, since arrival at each intersection gives 
rise to the probability that the molecule will either avoid the crossing and 
make an adiabatic transition to a different curve or may follow the diabatic 
path by jumping over the crossing.
If the molecule is considered as a semiclassical particle moving in the 
intemuclear coordinate, it will follow the adiabatic curve as long as its rate 
of passage through the gap is slow compared to the Rabi frequency, where 
the size of the gap is /?i,2 • E.  The Landau-Zener formula will yield these 
crossing probabilities W  in terms of the relative slopes of the unperturbed 
potentials and the Rabi frequency as
W  =  2e-*(l -  e~x) (3.10)
where
2t t %u 2
x ~  V  | F , —Jil
Fx ,2 are the slopes of the curves as a function of R, u> is Rabi’s frequency 
(jli2 -E/h)  and v is velocity of intemuclear motion at the crossing. The curve 
crossing probability according to the above formula obviously depends upon 
the similarity of the two curves as well as on the length of time spent near 
the crossing.
3.3 Results and Discussion
Figure 3.4 shows a typical time of flight mass spectrum resulting from the 532 
nm nonresonant MPI of H2 and D2 molecules at the same intensity, ~  1013 
W /cm 2. It can be noted that the amount of dissociation of the molecule 
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Figure 3.4: Time of flight mass spectrum resulting from the 532 nm MPI 
and dissociation of (a) D2  and (b) H2 . Peaks labelled 1, 2, and 3 indicate 
the number of photons absorbed in dissociation.
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H2. The three peaks are labelled according to the number of photons being 
absorbed by ions leading to dissociation. An increase in laser intensity 
from 2.7 x 1012 W /cm2 to 9.7 x 1012 W /cm2 results in an increase in the 
dissociation fractions [H+ /H * + H }]  of H2 from 8% to 50% while dissociation 
fractions [D */D + -i-D^] for D2 molecules are consistently higher for the same 
intensity range, i.e. 12% and 65%, respectively.
Figure 3.5 shows the proton kinetic energy spectra for H2 taken at high 
and low intensity. Only the protons traveling towards the detector are shown 
for simplicity. At the lower intensity, most H j ions are dissociated from 
the v+vg =  5 vibrational level following the absorption of a single photon 
(major peak). The maximum of this peak is observed to shift from v+ =  
5 to v+ =  4 at higher intensities. With increasing intensity another peak 
emerges corresponding to two photon dissociation via v+,^=2. Consequently, 
its separation is less than a photon total energy from the first peak. At 
still higher intensities a third peak appears about one photon total energy 
away from the second peak corresponding to a three photon dissociation. 
The same general behavior is observed for deuterium. Similar kinetic energy 
shifts corresponding to the shifts in the vibrational distribution were observed 
in the 527 nm (picosecond) spectra over an intensity range of 5 x 1012 to 4 x 
1013 W /cm2.
I have carefully examined the photodissociation of Hj molecules by 
recording the proton kinetic energy spectra and the H2 photoelectron spectra 
simultaneously as a function of laser intensity. It appears that the amount 
of H+ produced is proportional to that of photoelectrons due to the (7+1) 
ionization. Energy conservation implies that seven second harmonic photons 
of YAG (YLF) can populate only up to v+ =  3 (4) vibrational levels in the
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Figure 3.5: Total kinetic-energy spectrum of H j fragments resulting from 
532 nm dissociation at two different laser intensities. The tick marks show 
the position of the unperturbed ionic ground state’s vibrational levels in one 
(left) and two (right) photon dissociation processes.
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ionic ground state, whereas the lowest intensity data have proton energies 
peaked at v+ =  5. Thus, I conclude that the H+ peak around 0.7 eV (to­
tal energy) is due to the eight photon (7 +  1) ionization of H2 followed by 
one photon dissociation of H j . This is consistent with the dressed states 
picture in which higher vibrational levels should become unstable first as 
the intensity rises. However, these states need to be populated in the first 
place, which is possible only with eight photons. In essence, the laser in­
tensity at this point is sufficient to drive an eight photon transition (ATI of 
H2) but not large enough to deform the molecular potential to the extent 
that the lower vibrational levels which were populated with the seven pho­
ton ionization become unstable. Figure 3.6 shows the photoelectron spectra 
of H2 at 532 and 527 nm at different laser intensities. For the entire dy­
namic range of laser intensities, the vibrational structure of H j produced in 
7 and 8-photon ionization processes is well resolved and is assignable to the 
unperturbed vibrational frequency of H j within experimental error. Some 
important features of the spectra should be pointed out here. (1) The low 
intensity 527 nm photoelectron spectrum shown in Fig. 3.6(c) exhibits well 
resolved v+=0-3 vibrational bands whose intensity distributions are similar 
to the Frank Condon factors expected from a direct 7-photon ionization be­
tween the H2 *E+ and H j 2E+ ground states as shown in Fig. 3.7. (2) As the 
527 nm laser intensity is increased to 3 x 1013 W /cm 2, only the low energy 
electrons, specifically the v+ =  2 and 3 bands, are suppressed consistent with 
the expected Ponderomotive shifts in the ionization potential. No such sup­
pression is observed with the 532 nm excitation due to the lower saturation 
intensity of H2 in nanosecond pulses. (3) Over the entire intensity region for 
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Figure 3.6: Photoelectron spectrum of H2 molecule taken at different laser 
intensities with 527 (a - c), and 532 (d) nm radiations. The tick marks 
indicate the unperturbed vibrational levels of the ground state via seven 
and eight photon ionization of H2 molecule and the hashed boxes are the 
shifts calculated using a Floquet method at the maximum 527 nm intensity 
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Figure 3.7: Franck-Condon, factors for an X to X transition in hydrogen from
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Figure 3.8: Photo electron spectra of hydrogen reported by Verschuur et al.
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tron spectrum (PES) profiles are similar, i.e. for the seven photon process 
most ions are formed in the v+ =  0 level, suggesting a probable intermediate 
state resonance. (4) The maximum in the photoelectron distribution for the 
eight photon process (ATI) shifts gradually from v+ =  5 to v+ =  2 as the 
laser intensity is increased. (5) Finally, no dramatic shifts were observed in 
the positions of photoelectron kinetic energies as a function of laser inten­
sities within the experimental resolution. However, the peaks are observed 
to become asymmetrically broadened towards lower electron energies at the 
highest intensities.
The results are generally in qualitative agreement with the dressed states 
(Bond-Softening) model but there remain some quantitative differences. For 
instance, in the current experiment, I observed apparent negative shifts in 
proton kinetic energies with increasing laser intensity with both 532 nm 
(nanosecond) and 527 nm (picosecond) laser pulses. The maximum popula­
tion in the 1-photon proton kinetic energy peak shifts by ~  200 meV over 
the entire intensity range. Likewise, the maximum of the ionic vibrational 
state distribution in the PES changes from high to low vibrational levels in a 
similar intensity range. Both of these shifts can be explained to be a conse­
quence of intensity dependent potential distortion giving rise to an increased 
contribution from lower vibrational levels. On the other hand, I could not 
observe any commensurate positive energy shifts in the PES peak positions 
with increasing intensity although a broadening is clearly evident. These 
positive shifts, as discussed earlier, are expected from the lowering of vibra­
tional frequencies due to potential distortions. An asymmetric broadening in 
my PES could result from spatial or temporal averaging in the experiment 
masking a “pure” energy shift but the sign of the observed broadening is
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Figure 3.9: Photo electron spectra of hydrogen reported by Anton et al.
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opposite to that predicted by the model (see Fig. 3.6). This inconsistency 
could be due to the exclusion of rotational motion of the molecule in the 
numerical method which incorporates only the vibrational motion in the cal­
culated (distorted) potentials. In actual experiment, as the laser intensity 
increases, the ions can be populated in higher rotational states [43], mean­
ing less excess energy available, causing the photoelectron peaks to broaden 
towards lower energies.
Now lets consider the accidental/intermediate states involved in the 532 
nm ionization of H2 . Speculations have been previously made by Verschuur 
et al. [6] and Zavriyev et al. [7] on these intermediate states. In Verschuur’s 
experiment, the ionization through the B (v'=3) with five photon reso­
nance and GK (v/=2) with six photons were considered to be the major 
processes. Zavriyev et al. observed that at 532 nm both direct and resonantly 
enhanced ionization contribute to the ionization of the molecular ground 
state to different vibrational levels of ionic ground state. Unfortunately, the 
photoelectron spectra in either experiment could not be vibrationally re­
solved, see for example Figs. 3.8 and 3.9. In my vibrationally resolved PES 
studies (Fig. 3.6) the 532 nm seven photon process shows that the v+ =  0 
peak dominates the distribution. For 527 nm excitation (Fig. 3.6 a-c) at very 
low intensity, the lowest four vibrations have comparable amplitude but the 
distribution becomes similar to 532 nm PES at high intensity.
For 532 nm radiation, the energy difference (E6̂ -E /eui./) between 6 pho­
tons and unperturbed G (v'=0), I 1n p (v'=0), and J XA 5 (-^=0) is only 
121.9, 89.6, and 33.5 meV, respectively [46]. Ionization from these interme­
diate Rydberg states to the ionic ground states are diagonal transitions, i.e. 
Sv =  0. Consequently, there will be a wide range of laser intensities for which
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one can expect a resonance enhancement via dynamical shifts to occur for 
the v'=0 level, explaining its dominant population in my 532 nm PES. For 
instance, at 2 x 1012 W /cm2, the Ponderomotive shift will be ~  50 meV. 
Moreover, for 527 nm excitation this enrgy difference is 271.9, 239.6, and 
183.4 meV, respectively. This larger detuning implies that for low intensities 
the 527 nm process will be virtually nonresonant [see Fig. 3.6(c)]. However, 
for moderately high intensities a Ponderomotive shift >0.18 eV (at least 7 x 
1012 W /cm 2) will bring the various v ' = 0  states into resonance resulting in a 
PES spectrum similar to the 532 nm excitation.
Finally, I would like to report my studies on the branching ratios of 
dissociation of molecules through different channels as a function of laser 
intensity, shown in Fig. 3.10. First of all, the lowest order process domi­
nates at all intensities which tells that I am not in the laser intensity region 
where a higher order process would dominate due to its I n dependence, n 
being the order of nonlinearity. Next, the ratio (R 2 1 ) of dissociation via 
2-photon versus the 1-photon channels for H2 changes from 7% to 25% as 
the intensity is increased to about 101 3  W /cm2. At the same time, the ratio 
R 3 2  for 3 versus 2 -photon dissociation decreases from 16.5 to 6.5% in the 
same range. The behavior in D2 is more intruiging, here the fraction R 21 
changes from 17 to 40% which is larger than H j. However, the D j ratio R 3 2  
is smaller (~6%) than H2 and relatively constant over the entire intensity 
range. This intensity dependence of branching ratios can be understood with 
the same dressed states model [43]. Physically, the increasing laser intensity 
corresponds to a larger avoided-crossing gap at the three photon level re­
sulting in a decrease in the 3-photon diabatic transition rate while favoring 
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Figure 3.10: A plot of the experimental and the LZ theory fragment ratios 
R as a function of laser intensity.
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H2 and D2 have a relatively large difference in vibrational frequencies due to 
their different masses, therefore at low intensities where the gap is not large 
enough to completely shut off the 3-photon channel, Dj molecules branch 
more efficiently through the 2-photon adiabatic path as compared to H2 due 
to the fact that a heavier mass implies slower or more adiabatic motion. 
Specifically, R 3 2(lf)  >  R-3 2 (-D) at low intensity. As the gap continues to 
widen, one should also observe the ratio R 32 to decrease for both H2 and 
Dj molecules. Such behavior is clearly demonstrated in my experiments. 
I tried to model the fragment R32 ratios using simple Landau-Zener (LZ) 
theory [45], the results [47] of which are shown in Fig. 3.10. The theory 
predicts well the general behavior of the ratios as the light intensity changes. 
However, the calculated ratios are approximately three times larger than the 
experimental values which could imply that the degree of deformation of 
the potential curves in my modeling is beyond the limits of applicability of 
simple Landau-Zener (LZ) theory.
3 .4  C onclusions
The results presented in this chapter support the qualitative predictions of a 
Bond-Softening (dressed states) model. Shifts in the vibrational distribution 
of PES and in the maxima of the proton kinetic energy spectrum are both 
occuring due to the deformation of the potential curves as the laser intensity 
increases. The branching ratios of various dissociation channels taken by the 
H2 ion as a result of multiple photon absorption have been reported for the 
first time experimentally. The general behavior of these ratios can be very 
well explained using the dressed molecular states picture. In addition, results 
on similar studies on are very consistent with this model. However, cer­
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tain questions still remain unanswered, for instance, the absence of electron 
energy shifts or asymetric broadening with the correct sign. Finally, I have 
been able to identify the intermediate state involved in the seven photon ion­
ization of hydrogen by employing two lasers of slightly different wavelengths 
and by the vibrationally resolved spectra.
Chapter 4 
MPI of Oxygen Molecules in a 
‘Non-resonant’ Laser Field
I report on the results of multiple photon ionization and dissociation of gas- 
phase oxygen molecules in an intense (1011-13 W /cm 2) laser field. Measure­
ments include energy resolved photoelectron and mass spectroscopy. I have 
made an interesting observation with excitation by green ( ~  2.3 eV) photons, 
in which the vibrational distribution of the molecular ion shows a strong 
intensity dependence. This intensity dependent vibrational distribution is 
shown to be mostly a result of resonance enhancements via intermediate 
states 23n u and 3E“ ,6p in the first approximation. I have been able to iden­
tify these states with a model-fitting and have also measured the molecular 
constants. My model explains most of the main features of the experiment.
4 .1  In tr o d u c tio n
The goal of this study was to understand the high field behavior of diatomic 
molecules, but as a result I have acquired an insight into the bound state 
structure of oxygen molecules. This is not surprising since “non-resonant” 
multiphoton excitation should lose its definition in molecules, suggesting a
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greater need for intermediate or bound state structure than in atoms. In this 
chapter, I focus on the results obtained from the multiphoton ionization of 
oxygen which exhibits a strong intensity dependent vibrational distribution 
[48]. This intensity dependence is interesting because relative amplitudes of 
resolved vibrational peaks in molecular PES are, in general, expected to be 
proportional to the Frank Condon factors connecting the molecular ground 
state with the molecular ion state. Moreover, this phenomenon cannot be 
explained as a simple Stark shifting of the intermediate state. In the next 
few sections it will become obvious that there are more than one intermedi­
ate states involved in the photoionization of O2 and they are competing with 
each other to contribute to the ionization process. In addition, the intensity 
dependent vibrational distribution can be modelled as an interplay between 
these various ionization channels, and finally, ac Stark shifts can be incor­
porated in the model to refine it so that it becomes applicable even in the 
very intense laser fields. A model developed by Smith [49] and later applied 
by Eland [50] to describe the photoelectron spectrum resulting from single 
photon ionization of oxygen is adopted to simulate my multiphoton results.
The experimental apparatus consists of an ultra-high vacuum system  
equipped with a time-of-flight (TOF) electron and mass spectrometer. Oxy­
gen densities of 109-11 molecules/cm3 were introduced via an effusive source. 
Various grades of dry-ice trapped oxygen were used to systematically elim­
inate the possibilities of impurities. Harmonics from well characterized 
Nd:YAG (1064 nm) and Nd:YLF (1053 nm) lasers were used in this study 
[10,25].
Figure 4.1 shows a potential energy diagram with some relevant states 
for neutral oxygen and its ion. The adiabatic ionization potential is 12.071
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eV which corresponds to 4 and 6-photon ionization processes for 355 nm and 
532 nm excitation, respectively. The neutral and ionic ground states have 
dissociation energies, D£, of 5.1 and 6.7 eV, respectively. An inspection of 
the potential curves shows a large dissimilarity between the ground state 
and excited states, as well as the ionic states. The decrease in bond distance 
from the neutral to the ionic ground state is a consequence of the removal of 
an electron from the 2p,7r5 anti-bonding orbital. The variance between po­
tential curves results in large Franck-Condon spreading in oscillator strength 
throughout the spectral region. In fact, the well known Schumann-Runge 
[22] system (B3£ ” — X3£ “) is the strongest absorption band which absorbs 
over an extensive region from visible to VUV.
4.2 Results and Discussion
4 .2 .1  P h o to  e lec tro n  sp ec tr u m  w ith  355  n m  rad ia tion
The oxygen photoelectron spectrum resulting from 355 nm, 4-photon ion­
ization are shown in figure 4.2(a). The ionic vibrational structure is well 
resolved and assignable to the first seven vibrations, v+=0-6, of the O j 2II5 
ground state. Weak 5-photon above threshold ionization (ATI) structure is 
also observed which mimics the low order 4-photon vibrational distribution. 
Furthermore, the photoelectron intensity and energy distribution is unaltered 
with varying laser power over the range of 1-10 MW per pulse. The 355 nm 
radiation was focussed by a 10 cm focal length lens with an f-number of four. 
Analysis of the intensity dependence for both the total O j yield curves and 
the individual electron peaks gives a slope consistent with 4-photon non­
resonant ionization. Likewise, analysis of the experimental photoelectron 
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Figure 4.1: Partial potential energy diagram of neutral and ionic oxygen 
molecules. Note that the lowest-order photoionization at both 355 nm and 
532 nm are even photon absorptions and energetically degenerate.
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Figure 4.2: Photoelectron spectrum of oxygen molecules via 355 nm ioniza­
tion, (a). The tick marks indicate the energies of the unperturbed vibra­
tional levels of the O j ground state. The bar diagram in (b) represents the 
Franck-Condon factors resulting from a nonresonant O2 X 3E j —► O j X 2IIa 
transition
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Franck-Condon factors calculated assuming a direct nonresonant 0 2 X —> 
0 2 X transition. This calculation predicts a 0.5:1:0.8:0.4:0.1:0.01 final state 
distribution for v+=0-5, respectively and is shown in Fig. 4.2(b) for compar­
ison. The only anomalous feature in the photoelectron spectrum is for the 
v+=5 peak but this could be understood by considering the near resonance 
at the 3-photon level with the ^ = 5  vibration of the D or {} 3EJ Rydberg 
state. This near resonance (~  1 cm-1) transition has been observed as a 
weak peak in the single photon absorption spectrum [51]. The /? 3£+ series 
converges to the ionic ground state and consequently has poor overlap with 
the neutral ground state but has diagonal transitions to the ionic ground 
state. This could result in a slight enhancement in the v+=5 final ionic state 
amplitude but an overall distribution that is best characterized by a direct 
nonresonant X—>X transition. The amount of total fragmentation detected 
as 0 + is approximately 7%. The kinetic energy of the 0 + fragments are char­
acterized by two distinct velocity groups of approximately equal amplitude. 
The distribution has a slow component with a kinetic energy of 0.15 eV and a 
1 eV fast component. No detectable atomic oxygen peaks are observed in the 
photoelectron spectrum suggesting that the origin of these fragments could 
be molecular ion dissociation. However, in general the amount of atomic ion 
formation is observed to decrease with increasing wavelengths.
4.2 .2  P h o to  e lec tron  sp ectru m  w ith  532 nm  rad iation
Excitation with 532 nm radiation requires a minimum absorption of six pho­
tons to ionize oxygen, similar to xenon atoms. Figure 4.3 shows the photo­
electron spectrum recorded at various intensities ranging from 0.9 — 4 x 1012 
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Figure 4.3: Intensity dependent photoelectron spectra of oxygen molecules 
via 532 nm excitation taken at (b) 9 x  1011 W /cm 2, (c) 2 x  1012 W /cm 2, and 
(d) 4 x  1012 W /cm 2. The bar diagrams (a) and (e) are model simulations for 
9 x 1011 W /cm 2 and 4 x  1012 W /cm 2 intensities, respectively.
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of the O j, X 2n ff ground state. However, a dramatic effect evident in Fig. 
4.3 is a strong dependence of the amplitudes of the photoelectron distribu­
tion on laser intensity. This implies an energy-dependent change in the ion's 
vibrational content. The photoelectron spectrum in Fig. 4.3(b) taken at an 
intensity of 9 X 1011 W /cm 2 shows a strong peak at 1.91 eV energy which 
is assignable to the v+—0 vibration of the ground state. The weaker 
peaks fit to the vibrational progression of the ground state from v+= l-4 . As 
the intensity is increased in Fig. 4.3(c) and (d) the peak at 1.68 eV (tenta­
tively assigned as v+= l )  increases in intensity and at saturation dominates 
over the v+= 0  by a factor of two. Likewise, the weaker structure assigned 
to v+=2-4 becomes less pronounced. Also noticeable is the absence of ap­
preciable ATI structure, electrons with kinetic energy in excess of a photon 
energy, at the highest intensities. An atomic xenon spectrum recorded under 
the same unsaturated intensities shows approximately 20% of the electrons 
ejected into the ATI channels. Closer examination of the intensity behavior 
of the electron spectrum reveals two important features. First, the electron 
peaks labeled, v+= 0  and 1, have an intensity dependence that scale as I5 
and I7, respectively, as shown in Fig. 4.4(a). Furthermore, the fits show 
very little deviation from these power laws except at saturation. This result 
is verified by the total ion yield curves which yield a slope consistent with 
an average I6 dependence. L’Huillier et al. [52] have measured the same I6 
total ion power dependence using 30 ps, 532 nm excitation. However, such 
an averaged result is obviously misleading since it would suggest an ioniza­
tion process that is nonresonant. Second, the 1.91 eV and 1.68 eV electron 
peaks show differing degrees of variation in linewidth as a function of laser 
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Figure 4.4: Plots of (a) counts and (b) linewidth for both 1.68 eV and 1.91 
eV photoelectron peaks as a function of 532 nm intensity. The straight lines 
in (a) are the result of a nonlinear fit to the data while the curves in (b) are 
drawn for visual aid.
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shows no intensity dependence within our spectrometer’s resolution but the 
1.68 eV (v+= l )  peak changes by a factor of two in linewidth in the intensity 
regime where the rates of the two peaks become comparable. At higher in­
tensities where the system starts to saturate, the linewidth of the v+= l  peak 
decreases to a limiting value which is about 50% larger than the v+= 0  peak. 
The amount of atomic oxygen ions detected at these intensities is ~0.3% and 
no detectable atomic peaks are present in the electron spectrum.
The data resulting from third harmonic excitation are well described by 
a calculation using static Franck-Condon factors. Both the second and third 
harmonic excitations share the same final continuum state geradt symmetry 
(even number photon absorption) and total energy. Consequently, the strong 
vibrational intensity dependence observed with green excitation is not a final 
state effect but instead an intermediate state effect. The simplest interme­
diate state effect that could result in such an intensity dependence would 
involve dynamical Stark shifting of two successive vibrational levels (i. e. 
v'=0 and 1) belonging to the same ungerade Rydberg series. Here I have 
assumed that the measured power dependence implies that the resonances 
are occurring at the 5-photon level (~  0.42 eV below threshold) and the Ry­
dberg series is converging to the 2IIS ground state of O j. At low intensity, 
the unperturbed v'=0 Rydberg level is resonant with 5-photons resulting in 
mostly v+= 0  O f  as a consequence of the A v=0 propensity rule. Assuming 
that most of the Stark shift comes from the Ponderomotive energy of elec­
trons, I calculate that an intensity of ~  9 x 1012 W /cm 2 is needed to shift 
the Rydberg level by one vibrational quanta (Ai> ~  1900 cm-1). However, 
this scenario is inconsistent with the experiment for a number of reasons. 
First, the intensity range at which this resonance enhancement is observed
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is an order of magnitude lower than the calculated intensities needed. Sec­
ond, the predicted sign of the Stark shifts are opposite to those necessary to 
describe my results. Each Rydberg level is blue shifted similar to the ion­
ization potential and thus the v '= l level never shifts into resonance. Third, 
the slopes of the vibrational peaks shown in Fig. 4.4(a) fit well with an I n 
scaling law. A dynamical Stark shift will give rise to intensity dependence 
more complex than this simple scaling, as demonstrated in cesium [53,54]. 
Even if one assumes that the Stark shifting occurs between two consecutive 
vibrations of Rydberg series with differing principal quantum numbers (using 
known quantum defects [55]), one finds similar inconsistencies with the data. 
I propose a mechanism which is conceptually based on a model developed by 
Smith [49] and applied to describe the photoelectron spectra resulting from 
single photon ionization of oxygen [50].
4 .2 .3  T h e  m o d e l
Let us consider the direct photoionization of the ground state t of a diatomic 
molecule into a single molecular ion electronic state /  with vibrational states 
a . The total photoionization cross-section [49,56] a  is given by
*1 =  X a <raJ =  E a  K | 2 =  E *  \ < 9 a,f  | T  \ * i > \ 2 (4.1)
here T  is the dipole moment operator and t a and <Jaj  are the transition 
amplitude and partial cross-section into vibrational state a ,  respectively. The 
wavefunctions $  can be factored into vibrational and electronic parts using 
the Bom-Oppenheimer approximation. Thereby, the transition amplitude 
into each final channel can be written as a product of an electronic transition
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amplitude to continuum tc and a Frank-Condon amplitude F,-)01
e ‘ (R), *<,,/ =  r !  i t  (R) (4 .2 )
therefore
< 'pf i t  i r i ,  >< (r“ i > (4.3)
or
ta =  U Fiia (4.4)
where £tn6 is the vibrational part of the total wavefunction. All the molecules 
are assumed to be in the state t initially, however, there are more than 
one or available to be populated with the multiple photon energy. Now if 
tc is assumed independent of total photon energy, for a given final state 
the intensity ratio of the two vibrational peaks a  and a  +  1 in the PES is 
equal to the ratio of corresponding Franck-Condon factors from the molecular 
ground state. This relation holds for nonresonant MPI PES studies but if 
there exist intermediate states which coincide with n photon energy then 
the photoionization may proceed through these resonant or near resonant 
states (selection rules permitting) in addition to the direct ionization channel. 
The partial cross-section into each channel will be affected by the transition 
amplitudes to and from these intermediate states. The transition amplitude 
for ionization [56] can be written as a sum of all possible components from 
each channel i.e.
t a =  const.Xa{ tc Fi<a (4.5)
where tm is the electronic transition amplitude to the near resonant inter­
mediate states, Vm is a the transition amplitude from these intermediate to 
the final state, E — Em is the energy difference between n photons and the
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position of state m and finally v  is the resonant vibrational level. Obviously, 
the contribution from intermediate states can be significant if E - E„,n is 
small. The above expression in my model takes the simple form
t  —  a  F  I f  | | 1 ( a p\t .  -  * F V  +  l { E _ K p )  +  ( E - E s ,,) + .....> (4'6)
where p  and q are the numbers of photons involved in transitions to the 
intermediate states and the terms a, b, and c are intensity dependent in 
general. In the high intensity limit the term (E  — Ev>m) can also become 
intensity dependent due to ac Stark shifts and could further complicate the 
spectrum.
Eland uses two continuum paths in Eq.(6) of his paper [50] to describe 
the photoelectron data at various excitation wavelengths. My model relies on 
three paths as illustrated in Fig. 4.5; (1) excitation through the 3E“ Rydberg 
level (light shaded arrows), (2) excitation through 23IIU adiabatic state (dark 
shaded arrows), and (3) direct X—»X 6-photon nonresonant ionization (not 
shown). The final state vibrational distribution results from an incoherent 
sum of these various channels determined by their Eranck-Condon overlap 
with the O j ground state. The v'=0, 6p Rydberg series is estimated to be 
near resonant at the 5-photon level based on measured quantum defects [51]. 
The 23nu, 33nu and 23E“ are adiabatic neutral potential curves calculated 
by Buenker et al. [57]. The adiabatic potentials result from avoided cross­
ings of Rydberg states with low lying valence states producing curves which 
are strongly mixed. Moreover, interaction among these states will be sensi­
tive to intemuclear distance since the balance between the valence-Rydberg 
character of these adiabatic potentials is strongly R dependent. These calcu­



















Figure 4.5: Intermediate levels resonant with five 532 nm photons.
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absorption bands [46] and have been ascribed to as perturbers to the v '= l  
and 2 levels of the H3IIu(3s<7a) state [58]. The calculations do not explic­
itly include interaction with (7ra,np) species which are expected to undergo 
significant mixing with the 23E “ and 23IIU adiabatic states.
My model assumes that a 5-photon absorption occurs vertically from the 
oxygen vibrationless ground state at an intemuclear distance of 1.2075A. 
Furthermore, this transition leads to near resonances at the 5-photon energy 
for both the v'=0, 6p Rydberg level and the v'=3, 23n u adiabatic state. 
These strongly mixed states are assumed to be long lived compared to the 
ionization step. The transition to the continuum can then be visualized as 
separate paths occuring from the various near resonant states and at very 
different intemuclear distances. The analysis relies upon the Franck-Condon 
projection of the individual zero-order excited vibrational wavefunctions onto 
the ionic ground state. The final state distribution can then be described 
as an incoherent sum of the individual Franck-Condon factors with inten­
sity dependent electronic amplitudes. The essence of the model then relies 
upon absorption of an additional 532 nmn photon to occur via two resonant 
paths (1) 6p Rydberg and (2) 23n„ state. The direct ionization path (3) 
is also included in this formalism but with much less weight. The amount 
of excess energy above the I P resulting from 6-photon ionization can reach 
up to v+= 8  of the ionic ground state. The Franck-Condon factors via path 
(2) give poor overlap with the v+=0-8 levels of the ionic ground state while 
path (1) proceeds via a A v= 0  propensity rule. Consequently, at low inten­
sity the photoelectron spectrum will be characterized by a strong v+ = 0  peak 
(eo=l-91eV ) plus weaker higher vibrational peaks corresponding to contri­
butions from paths (2) and (3) illustrated as lightly shaded horizontal lines
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in Fig. 4.5. As the intensity is increased the transition rate favors absorption 
of an additional photon(s) in the continuum (ATI), i. e. 7-photons. Path 
(1) results in an electron peak that is characteristic of atomic ATI, that is 
with a total energy given by (e0 +  fiu>)= 4.24 eV. However, due to favorable 
Franck-Condon factors, path (2) results in a significant population in the 
v+ = l l  and 12 levels of the X 2II3 ionic ground state (see dark shaded lines 
in Fig. 4.5). The electron energies via 7-photon ionization for v+= l l  and 
12 are eu= 1.91  eV and £i2=1.72 eV, respectively. These electrons are near 
degenerate in energy with the v+ = 0  and 1 electrons resulting from 6-photon 
ionization; in fact the differences are A eO- i i= 0  and A e!_i2= 40  meV and are 
not resolvable with our electron spectrometer. However, A ej_i2  is discernible 
as an intensity dependent broadening and shifting in the peak center at 1.68 
eV, as shown in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4(b). Referring to Fig.4(b), the electron 
peak at 1.91 eV shows a constant 60 meV linewidth while the 1.68 eV peak 
undergoes a significant change in width with intensity. In both the low and 
high intensity extremes the linewidth is constant representing a peak char­
acterized by low and high v+ , respectively, while the intermediate intensity 
regime where the linewidth is a maximum represents a blended v+ = l  and 12 
peak with comparable amplitudes.
Figure 4.3 shows a direct comparison at the two extreme laser intensities 
between the experimental photoelectron spectrum and a bar diagram simu­
lation incorporating my model. The agreement is excellent and reproduces 
all the major features of the experiment at all intensities. The molecular 
constants for the adiabatic states are varied to give the best fit to a photo­
electron spectrum at one intensity. All other molecular constants axe taken 
from the literature [46]. Once the adiabatic constants are determined they
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are kept fixed in all subsequent simulations. Thus, the data is fit with three 
parameters corresponding to the electronic amplitudes for each path. The 
determined molecular constants for the 23IIU adiabatic state that give con­
sistent fits for my data are Te=86704 cm-1, aje=2500 cm-1 , u exe—36 cm-1 
and Re=1.32 A. The vibrational frequency and anharmonicity agree with 
those determined by Tonkyn et al. [58] and differ from the calculated [57] 
values by 1.5%. My intemuclear distance is 0.04 A longer than that calcu­
lated by Buenker et al. [57] but this difference is well within the numerical 
accuracy. One should however, keep in mind that the accuracy of these con­
stants depend very heavily on the intemuclear distance R, due to the strong 
interaction between different states at the five photon level.
A similar series of experiments was performed using the second harmonic 
output of a 40 picosecond NdrYLF laser system. Beside the difference in 
pulse duration, the frequency change between the two laser systems is ~  215 
cm-1 /photon, which translates into a total energy difference of 1300 cm-1 
for six photons. Figure 4.6 (a) to (e) is a set of PES taken with 527 nm 
radiation as a function of laser intensity. As obvious, 527 nm spectra consist 
of more peaks and the intensity dependence of vibrational distribution is 
much more pronounced. As mentioned before, the 527 nm radiation is more 
energetic and therefore reaching higher vibrational levels of the intermediate 
states becomes possible with it. For instance, v' =  1 of 6p, 3E“ and v' =  3 of 
23ILU become accessible with this radiation. An effort was made to explain 
this intensity dependent distribution with the same model that was used 
for the 532 nm data. As a result, I conclude that there is a general quali­
tative agreement between these two studies made with different radiations. 
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Figure 4.6: Photo electron spectra of oxygen with 527 nm radiation at various 
laser intensities.
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explanation. These refinements are necessary in order to account for the ac 
Stark shifts that do not remain negligible with increasing laser intensities. 
Here it should be pointed out that due to a higher saturation intensity with 
the shorter pulses (527 nm radiation), the molecules can sample much higher 
intensities before the system saturates. Thereby, the (E — Ev>m) term in Eq. 
4.5 start playing a more significant role in these studies.
4.3  C onclusions
I have described the intermediate resonances involved in the production of 
final state vibrational distributions and presented a model which simulates 
the complex intensity dependence of these distributions with green (~  2.3 
eV) excitation. An interesting physical implication of my model is that 
the oxygen molecular ion is being formed in a strongly polarized bimodal 
vibrational distribution for 532 nm and trimodal for 527 nm excitations. 
Beside gaining some new insights into the nature of multiphoton ionization 
in molecules, I have inadvertently learned about the bound state molecular 
structure. My results provide experimental evidence for these calculated adi­
abatic potentials [57] and the model allows for refinements in the predicted 
molecular constants. The complex behavior exemplified in this study im­
plies that the study of high-field molecular multiphoton ionization requires 
detailed investigations into the “true” nature of resonant contributions.
Chapter 5 
Chlorine Molecules in Intense 
Fields
1 have studied the behavior of chlorine molecules in intense laser fields em­
ploying time of flight electron and mass spectroscopy under ultrahigh vacuum 
conditions. The photoelectron and mass spectra of chlorine are much more 
complicated than those of H2 or O2 under similar conditions. The complexity 
arises due to the high rate of dissociation of neutral CI2 molecules with the 
green light (527 and 532 nm). The fragments from dissociation ionize and 
add more structure to the photoelectron spectra. Apart from the complex­
ity, CI2 dissociation also provides an opportunity for a direct observation of 
Ponderomotive accelerations of electrons in intense laser fields. I do observe 
in this study positive shifts in the kinetic energies of electrons resulting from 
the intense field ionization of excited state Cl atoms. In addition, the ob­
servation of low order ATI for this process in my spectra strengthens the 
argument that the excited atoms are in fact being formed in intense fields. 
Finally, above threshold dissociation processes similar to those discussed in 
the hydrogen study have also been observed for chlorine.
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5.1 In trod u ction
There have been a number of photoelectron spectroscopic (PES) studies on 
the MPI of CI2 in recent years [59] - [62]. However, they have mostly em­
ployed the resonance enhancement techniques in which the molecular poten­
tials are basically unperturbed because of the weak laser fields involved. My 
work on the other hand is a  nonresonant multiphoton ionization and disso­
ciation study of chlorine molecules in intense laser fields. One of the aims 
of this study was to investigate the general behavior of diatomic molecules 
under intense radiation fields, in particular, the degree of occurrence of mech­
anisms like Bond Softening in molecules bigger and more complicated than 
hydrogen. In the process, I have also observed low order ATI and posi­
tive Ponderomotive shifts in the photoelectron spectra of the highly excited 
atoms, resulting from the dissociation of CI2 molecules.
The investigations consisted of time of flight electron and mass spec­
troscopy under ultrahigh vacuum conditions. The experimental system is 
very similar to the one described in previous chapters. Second harmonics 
from two different laser systems [10,25] are used in the intensity range 5 x  
1011 to 5 x 1013 W /cm 2. The gas I have used is a 3% mixture of Spectra 
Physics scientific grade chlorine with helium.
Figure 5.1 is a potential energy diagram of certain relevant states of CI2  
from the ab initio calculations of Peyerimhoff [63]. It is evident from this fig­
ure that absorption of several green (527 or 532 nm) photons by the chlorine 
molecules in their ground state can result in a number of ionization and/or 







Figure 5.1: Some relevant potential energy curves for chlorine; arrows rep­
resent the 532 nm photons. Note the two and three photon dissociation 
channels of ClJ.
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the ground state CI2 molecules can occur via the repulsive l 1!^  state as 
shown in the following equation.
Cl2[ X 1'E+]+2hu; — > Cl[2P°] +  Cl[2P°) +  2.18 eV  (5.1)
The 2.18 eV is the photon energy exceeding the dissociation threshold and is 
shared equally among the two resulting atoms formed in the ground states. 
If the laser field is intense enough other processes involving a larger num­
ber of photons may also become observable such as a five photon transition 
which can result in molecular ionization either as a direct transition to the 
ionic ground state X2IIff or through the autoionizing state 33IIU (7r37r44.scrff).
Cl2[X JE+] +  5Huj — » C l t [ X  2nff]v+=0 +  e“ +  0.145eV
i T
— ► cz;[3 3n u] (5.2)
The electron energy is given for the lowest vibrational level of Clj", and will 
be lower for higher v+s.
It is also obvious from Fig. 5.1 that the five photon energy lies above 
the dissociation limit of the 33IIU autoionizing state. Therefore, there is a 
probability that in addition to decaying nonradiatively to the ionic state, the 
molecules excited to the autoionizing 33IIU state may dissociate as well. The 
resulting fragments will be left in the ground and the 4P j states as shown 
below.
Cl*2 —■+CI[2P 0\ +  CI*[4Pj ] +  K E ( J ) (5.2)
The excess energy in Eq. 1.3 depends on the excited state of Clm and is shared 
among the fragments.
I l l
Once ClJ is formed, it is also possible that this molecular ion may ab­
sorb additional photons and if the energy of photon(s) is higher than the 
dissociation threshold the molecule will dissociate, as in
Cl$ [X  2n a] +  2 ftw — ► Cl[gd\ +  Cl+ [gd\ +  0.72eV (5.3)
where gd indicates ground state. The dissociation of Clj into ground state 
atom and ion requires 3.94 eV or absorption of at least two photons, and 
the fragments depart with the excess 0.72 eV energy. The ground state Cl 
atoms formed in the dissociation of CI2 , Cl£ or Cl^ can ionize if they absorb 
at least six photons, ATI is of course possible with additional photons
Cl[gd\ +  (6 +  S) hw — ► C l+ [gd\ +  e~ +  1.01 eV  +  Shu  (5.4)
where S  is the number of photons absorbed in addition to the necessary six.
Chlorine, on account of its propensity for forming excited state fragments 
also provides a possibility for observing some interesting atom-field interac­
tions. This happens when the excited state chlorine atoms which are formed 
via dissociation of C1J find themselves in laser fields which may have already 
reached the peak intensities. The dynamics in the process of exposing atoms 
to the peak of intense fields is different from the one in which the isolated 
atoms interact with rising laser fields. These differences are addressed in a 
later section. Another field-atom interaction that may take place once the 
CI2 molecules have dissociated is the ionization of the fragments. For in­
stance, the 4P atoms require only a two photon absorption in order to be 
ionized i.e.
C lm[4Pj] +  2hu — > Cl+ [gd\ +  e-  +  K E ( J )  (5.5)
The excess energy in dissociation is shared by the ground and excited state 
atoms, whereas the electron carries away the energy released in ionization.
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In the following sections I will discuss how each one of these different 
processes proceed and what are the effects of intense laser fields on them. In 
the studies where hoth ionization and dissociation transitions are occurring 
at comparable rates, one needs to analyze both electron and mass spectra 
to achieve a more complete understanding of the mechanisms involved. My 
method is to identify different peaks and their intensity dependence in the 
electron spectra first and then look for corresponding features in the mass 
spectra whenever possible, and vice versa. However, certain processes like 
above threshold dissociation (ATD) [42,43] can only be detected in the mass 
spectra since the absorption of additional number of photons in ClJ dissoci­
ation will leave no direct signature in the photoelectron spectra (PES). Thus 
the two methods, PES and ion spectroscopy have been used to complement 
each other.
5 .2  S p ectra  w ith  532 n m  rad ia tion
Figure 5.2 is a set of photoelectron spectra of chlorine obtained with 532 nm, 
nanosecond radiation at three different laser intensities. It consists of electron 
kinetic energy distribution resulting from the ionization of both molecular 
and atomic chlorine in different states of excitations. The most dominant 
peak results from the five photon ionization of ground state CI2 , as shown in 
Eq. 5.2. The structure on this peak is due to the electrons coming from v+ 
=  0 and 1 vibrational levels of ground state C #  , the only vibrational levels 
which are accesible through five 532 nm photons. The kinetic energies of 
these electrons are about 145 and 65 meV. Analysis of intensity dependence 
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Figure 5.2: Photo electron spectra of chlorine with 532 nm radiation at 
various laser intensities. Tick marks show the expected electron energy peaks 
from the unperturbed vibrational levels of Cl*-
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The same ionization process can also proceed with six or more photons. 
The first ATI peak in Fig. 5.2 is a broad distribution with vibrational struc­
ture on it, which shows the population of higher v+ states compared with 
the five photon transition. Higher order ATI peaks are also observed, al­
though with a much lower amplitude and decreased resolution. In general, 
the amplitude of all ATI peaks is intensity dependent.
Ionization of Cl2 also acts as a precursor for subsequent dissociation from 
the X2n s state of Cl*. This dissociation can be a two or three photon process 
depending on the states and the type of dissociation involved. For instance, a 
two photon dissociation will result in fragmenting the molecule to a ground 
state atom and a ground state ion, as shown in Eq. 5.3, whereas a three 
photon absorption results either in the formation of Cl+ in the excited *D2 
state or in the above threshold dissociation (ATD) to the same limit as in Eq. 
5.3. My 532 nm mass spectra very clearly indicate these three processes, as 
shown in Fig. 5.3. Peak B in the mass spectrometer corresponds to a total 
kinetic energy of 0.72 eV, the excess energy in a two photon dissociation 
of ClJ. Peak E represents an absorption of three photons instead of two 
for the same process, whereas peak C indicates a three photon dissociation 
transition to the [C1+(1D2) +  Cl] limit.
Another process that is observed is the dissociation of ground state Cl2 
given by Eq. 5.1. In order for this process to become observable the Cl atoms 
formed through dissociation have to absorb six additional photons. Peak D 
in the mass spectra is occurring at a total kinetic energy of 2.18 eV which 
is shared by the fragments resulting from the two photon dissociation of 
Cl2. Meanwhile, electron spectra in Fig. 5.2 suggest the ionization of these 
ground state Cl atoms, a six photon transition. The electron spectra also
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Figure 5.3: Mass spectra of chlorine with 532 nm radiation at various laser 
intensities. [A: CI2 ; 5hu], [B: Clj; 2hu], [C: ClJ; 3hv], [D: CI2 ; 2/n/], and 
[E: A T D of transition B] are the corresponding dissociation channels. The 
peaks labelled F originate from the dissociation of isotopically substituted 
chlorine molecules.
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show additional peaks separated by one photon energy, indicating an ATI of 
atomic chlorine with seven or more photons.
Peak A in the mass spectra results from the dissociation of Clj via 33n„- 
This state is being excited through five photon absorption and since the 
photon energy lies in its dissociative continuum, the molecules dissociate 
to two chlorine atoms, one each in 4P j and 2P°. This transition is further 
confirmed by the presence of the peak corresponding to the ionization of 
Cl*[4Pj] in the electron spectra at 0.68 eV. The saturation intensity for Cl* 
transition is measured to be around 2 x 1012 W /cm 2.
5.3  S p ectra  w ith  527 n m  rad iation
There are some important differences in the radiations from the two laser 
sources employed in this study. First, as mentioned in an earlier chapter, 
the 527 nm photons are more energetic than the 532 nm ones by about 27 
meV each. Second, because of the short pulses from the YLF laser (527 
nm radiation), I expect the system under study to experience higher laser 
intensities before saturating (getting all ionized). I repeated these studies 
with the 527 nm radiation, not only to look for any frequency or pulsewidth 
effects but also to verify my findings with the 532 nm radiation.
In the PES of Cl2 with 527 nm (Figure 5.4), the ions which are formed 
via five photon absorption dominate the total population. The five photon 
Cl2 peak has a very pronounced vibrational structure corresponding to v+ 
=  0, 1, and 2, at 285, 195 and 115 meV respectively. The v+ =  2 peak 
dominates the spectra for the entire range of intensities employed. Although 
527 nm radiation can excite even the v+ =  3 level, resulting in electrons 
with kinetic energies of about 35 meV, I do not see evidence of any signal
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from this level. This could partially be due to the low transmission of my 
spectrometer for low energy electrons and partially due to the suppression of 
this channel by the Ponderomotive potential at these laser intensities. The 
Ponderomotive potential at 2 x 1012 W /cm2 is 50 meV, more than enough 
to shut this channel altogether. The six photon ATI of CI2 was observed 
with relatively lower magnitude in which vibrational structure upto v+ =  4 
is clearly assignable and the distribution is peaked at v+ =  3. Higher order 
ATI are also observed with lower amplitude and decreased resolution.
Dissociation of ground state CI2 which results in two Cl atoms in their 
ground states is evident in the mass spectrum at 0.77 eV and is labelled as 
peak D in Fig. 5.5. The electron spectra on the other hand show the peak 
from the six photon ionization process of Cl at 1.17 eV. In addition, higher 
order peaks are also observed indicating the seven and eight photon ATI 
processes. These peaks start becoming dominant with rising intensity and 
show an I 71 dependence, where n is greater than 6.
The two photon dissociation from the ground state of Cl^ is also observed 
in the mass spectra, labelled as peak B. Other features of the 527 nm spectra 
include signal from Cl£ dissociation through the autoionizing states 3SIIU 
(peak A in mass spectra), similar to what is observed in the 532 nm spectra. 
Moreover, both two and three photon transitions from the atoms excited to 
the 4P j  state to the ground PP2L and excited PD2 ] state of Cl+ ion have 
been observed. The intensity dependence of the two photon ionization of 
4P j indicates a saturation behavior similar to the 532 nm spectra. However, 
the intensity at which saturation occurs is higher, it is 4 x 1012 W /cm 2 for 
527 nm data. My electron spectra also show three and four photon ATI for 
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Figure 5.4: Photo electron spectra of chlorine with 527 nm radiation at 
several laser intensities. Tick marks show the expected electron energy peaks 
from the unperturbed vibrational levels of Clj •
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the 4P j peak in Fig. 5.4. ATI’s of such a  low order have not been reported 
before. There is also an indication of another high order process, i.e. the 
seven photon ionization of Cl atom to an excited state of Cl+ given by the 
following equation
Cl[gd\ +  7hu — ► Cl+ [lD 2} +  e" +  2.08eF (5.6)
This appears as peak *D2 in Fig. 5.4.
5 .4  D iscu ss io n
I will discuss the mechanisms involved in different processes under separate 
topics. For instance, the various dissociation schemes of Cl2, Cl2, and Clj" 
and the ionizations of ground and excited state atoms and molecules are 
under separate headings.
D isso c ia tio n  o f  grou n d  s ta te  C l2
This process requires an absorption of at least two photons by the ground 
state Cl2 molecules to proceed via the dissociative l 1!^  state. From my 
arguments of chapter I, this process should require much lower intensities 
than the five photon or higher order processes. On the contrary, signal from 
this transition is weak compared to those from the higher order processes. 
The reason is that our spectrometers detect only charged particles, therefore 
the dissociation of ground state neutral chlorine molecules into neutral atoms 
goes undetected until at least one of the fragments is ionized. Moreover, the 
ionization potential of neutral chlorine atoms is 12.97 eV which means an 
absorption of at least six green (532 or 527 nm) photons for ionization.
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Figure 5.5: Mass spectrum of chlorine with 527 nm radiation. [A: Cl2; 5hv], 
[B: CI2*; 2hv], [C: Cl2 ; 3hv], [D: Cl2; 2hu], and [E: A T D of transition B] 
are the corresponding dissociation channels. The peaks labelled F originate 
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Figure 5.6: Franck-Condon factors for an X to X transition in chlorine from
the vibrationless ground state; circles represent the experimental values.
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It is this six photon process which is the rate limiting factor responsible for 
a lower detection for CI2 dissociation signal at low intensities.
Ion iza tion  o f  ground  sta te  C l2 m olecu les
Neutral chlorine molecules in the ground state X 1S^‘ absorb five 532 nm (527 
nm) photons to form ClJ in different vibrational levels. These five photons 
are sufficient to reach the first two (four) vibrational levels of X2n 5 state of 
Clj". This channel has the most dominant electron signal in the low inten­
sity range because of its lower order. In the high intensity range, however, 
where this transition saturates, other higher order processes the six photon 
ionization of ground state Cl become comparable. A closer examination of 
the five photon ionization process of Cl2 in Figures 5.2 and 5.4 shows the 
prominence of electron peaks from the higher vibrational levels instead of a 
simple Franck-Condon distribution as expected in a direct X to X transition, 
see Fig. 5.6. This becomes more clear in the six photon ATI transition. Fig. 
5.4 shows the vibrational distribution peaked at v+ =  3. This feature sug­
gests that a direct X to X transition from the neutral to ionic Cl* is not the 
most dominant mechanism for ionization. Koenders [59] et al. had speculated 
earlier in one of their studies on Cl2 that the autoionizing Rydberg states 
31,3IIU may be responsible for the non Franck-Condon behavior they observe 
in their (2 +  1) REMPI PES studies. They reported a broad progression 
associated with the vibrational levels of X 2IIff ground state of CI2 . These 
1,3nu states dissociate to one atom in the ground state and the other in 2P 
and 4P states, respectively. The 31,3IIU (7r37r44s<rs ) states are core excited 
Rydberg states and converge to the first excited ionic state after removal 














Figure 5.7: Molecular states of chlorine ac Stark shifted in the presence of 
intense fields.
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are known to exist from an earlier experimental study by Berkowitz et al. 
[64] involving a single photon ionization. In my experiment, five green pho­
tons can access both of these molecular states however, the photon energy 
will be in the dissociation continuum of 33IIU state only. The dissociation is 
therefore energetically allowed to the 4P limit only.
In order to investigate the degree to which the 33IIU state is responsible 
for the observed vibrational distribution, I need to know the Franck-Condon 
factors for a transition between this state and the X 2Hg ground ionic state. 
Even though its molecular constants are not known, I can use the fact that 
it converges to the A2IIU state of the ion and therefore the molecular con­
stants needed in calculating the Franck-Condon factors will be similar for 
the two states assuming that 33n„ is not perturbed in the region of interest. 
These calculations, with constants for A2IIU from reference [46], give Franck- 
Condon factors which do not resemble the observed vibrational distribution. 
They are negligibly small in magnitude for the first few vibrational levels 
and besides do not show any maxima around v+ =  3. It is however difficult 
to completely reject the 33IIU state as a participant to the observed behav­
ior because (i) its contribution to the ionization process is only partial and 
(ii) it has an avoided crossings with another 3IIU state which could make it 
look and probably behave differently from the A2IIU state. These avoided 
crossings lead to dissociation limits which are not accessible with my radi­
ation, therefore I cannot argue whether or not the 33IIU state is perturbed. 
However, Koenders et al. [59] did report atomic signal from the dissociation 
limits resulting from these avoided crossing with more energetic photons.
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D isso c ia tio n  o f  C lj m olecu les
The autoionizing state 33 IIU discussed in the ionization of Cl2  has its dissocia­
tion limit lower than the five photon energy. Therefore the chlorine molecules 
which axe excited to this state and survive autoionization are likely to dis­
sociate to the limit [Cl +  Cl*] in which one fragment ends up in a ground 
state and the other in the excited 4P j state, where J  has values 5/2, 3/2, 
and 1 / 2  resulting from the fine structure. The mass spectra show that Cl2 
is indeed dissociating via the 33IIU state. This peak (peak A) has structure 
corresponding to different spin orbit splittings of the 4P state. A lower limit 
to the lifetime of this state can be estimated from the very fact that I observe 
its dissociation. If I use the vibrational frequency u> =  564 cm"1, calculated 
for the ionic A2 IIU state to which this state converges, the vibrational period, 
given by l / (u  +  5 ) cw =  fsec, or about 120 femtoseconds for v  =  0. The
*  v T  j
time that the molecule spends in this state before dissociation can be esti­
mated by assuming that it may not remain stable at intemuclear distances 
larger than 5 Bohr radii. Now, five photon energy is about 0.7 eV higher 
than the dissociation limit of this state and therefore, the transition time in 
the breaking apart of the molecule will be about 360 femtosecond, enough 
for a few vibrations.
The ionization of 4P j  Cl atoms formed in the dissociation of 33 IIU state 
has also been observed. My 527 nm spectra, e.g. Fig. 5.4, shows electron 
peaks at 0.77, 3.13, and 5.48 eV, corresponding to the two, three, and four 
photon ionization of Cl* from the 4P j state. The fine structure splitting of the 
4P j  state gives rise to three transitions to continuum and the electrons that 
emerge have kinetic energies 0.67, 0.73, and 0.77 eV from J  =  5/2, 3/2, and
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1 / 2 , respectively. Furthermore, the intensity of transitions depends on the 
statistical weight for the respective J  values. Since our electron spectrometer 
could not resolve the individual peaks from these transitions I needed to know 
the shape and peak position of the resulting contour from the blending caused 
by our spectrometer. I therefore simulated the profile of this peak assuming 
a Gaussian line shape for individual peaks and a spectrometer resolution of 
50 meV. The maxima of the resulting contour from simulation occurs at 0.69 
eV whereas, my spectra show this peak at 0.77 eV which means that the 
4P j signal is shifted by about 80 meV. Furthermore, the electron peaks are 
much broader than the simulated contours. There is no other transition that 
will result in electrons and ions with the observed energy distributions. In 
addition, I have also systematically eliminated the possibility of space charge 
and contact potentials as sources of this shift. Above all, other peaks in the 
spectra do not seem to be affected by these shifts. One way of explaining 
this anomaly is that the positive shifts and broadening of electron energy 
distribution could be resulting from the Ponderomotive energy gained by 
the electrons from the intense laser beam. At laser intensities of around 
4 x 101 2  W /cm 2, (which is where this transition is observed to saturate), 
the Ponderomotive energy (Up =  e2E 2 J Amu?) that can be gained by the 
electron as it is riding on the laser intensity gradient on its way out (towards 
the detector) is about 100 meV. This is very similar to the shifts that I am 
observing. These positive shifts have so far been discussed with reference to 
my studies with 527 nm radiation. However, similar results were obtained in 
my experiments with the 532 nm radiation. For instance, at a laser intensity 
of about 2 x 101 2  W /cm 2, the Ponderomotive gain is 6 6  meV whereas, I 
observed shifts in the 4P contour maxima to be about 50 meV with 532 nm
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radiation, which is still very close considering the uncertainties involved in 
measuring the laser intensity.
I have discussed in chapter 1 that for stron g ly  b ou n d  atoms, the ion­
ization potential is shifted up by an amount Up in intense fields and the ki­
netic energies of the resulting electrons are therefore lowered by this amount. 
This negative shift in energies cannot be observed if the laser intensity varies 
slowly during the time that the electrons take to come out of the laser fo­
cus. Because, for slowly varying laser fields (as in my case), electrons gain 
exactly the same amount of energy from the field through Ponderomotive 
accelerations/scattering [18]. These two shifts cancel each other. For h igh ly  
ex c ited  atoms formed via intense field dissociation, the dynamics can be 
quite different. Again, from the arguments made in chapter I, it can be 
shown that near threshold and continuum states (like 33IIU and X2II5) and 
their dissociation limits will be shifted up by similar amounts, as shown in 
Fig. 5.7. This means that the energy needed to ionize 4P atoms remains 
unchanged compared with its field free value. Therefore, the corresponding 
negative shifts are absent from the intense field ionization of such excited 
state atoms. Once a 4P atom ionizes, the outgoing electron interacts with 
the laser field as described in the earlier chapters. This interaction is adia­
batic if the laser pulses are long, which means that the electron is accelerated 
down the intensity gradient picking up a kinetic energy equal to Uv and this 
is the only shift that can be observed in such a case. I therefore suggest that 
the positive energy shifts that I am observing in 4P j ionization axe resulting 
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of the ATI transitions with the 3 photon ionization 
in Ca (a) and 4 photon ionization in Mg (b).
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L ow  o rd er  A T I
Another interesting observation involving the atoms excited to the 4P j  states 
which supports the argument that these atoms are formed in the presence of 
intense fields is their above threshold ionization (ATI) peaks. Observation 
of the ATI of a low order process (two photon in this case) is highly unlikely 
under standard experimental conditions where isolated atoms are allowed to 
experience rising laser intensities. The lower order ionization process satu­
rates in the earlier (low intensity) part of laser pulse leaving no neutrals in 
the focal volume to sample intense fields. For example, in the three photon 
nonresonant ionization of Ca with 532 nm [65], the amount of ATI observed 
was about 0.5 percent as shown in Fig. 5.8 (a). Similarly, in my studies on 
Mg which involved a four photon ionization, the ATI is observed to be about 
3 percent, see Fig. 5.8 (b). On the contrary, the electron signal present in 
the ATI peaks of the 4P j state in the current experiment is over 18 percent. 
It became possible only because the Cl* are being formed in an intense field. 
In this case, even the two photon process is occurring at high intensities 
because the five photon transition leading to the creation of Cl* atoms is 
not likely to be observable at low intensities. One can envision a similar two 
photon process in which the atom is prepared in an excited state, say the 
4P  state and then brought into intense fields. The atom-field interaction in 
that case will still be treated in the weak field limit, no matter how strong 
the laser fields axe because of the saturation arguments. In fact, (2 4- 1), 
two photon excitation-one photon ionization processes are widely used in the 
resonantly enhanced multiphoton ionization studies as a standard procedure 






Figure 5.9: An illustration of field dressed potential energy curves and the 
resulting total fragment kinetic energies in ClJ dissociation. States are la­
















very low intensities and no ATI is observed. H igher order m olecular dis­
sociations therefore, provide an unexplored technique to  expose  
atom s to  in tense radiation fields w ithou t th e  risk o f  their  prem a­
ture ionization in  th e  rising part o f  th e  laser pulse.
D issociation  o f  Cl£
The chlorine molecules that are ionized to different vibrational levels of Cl2 
with a five photon transition need an absorption of at least two more photons 
to dissociate. However, if dissociation is to an excited state of Cl+ e.g. 1D2, 
the transition involves three photons. I do observe both of these transitions 
in my mass spectra. In addition, there is an indication of the occurrence 
of above threshold dissociation, similar to what I observed in H£ [8]. For 
Cl2 this corresponds to an absorption of three photons instead of two. In 
the case of hydrogen, I assumed that only two states are talcing part in 
the dissociation of H^. However, for chlorine at least four states have to 
be considered in order to understand the three photon dissociation. In the 
dressed states picture, each one of these states is dressed with even or odd 
number of photons depending on the symmetry of the state. For instance, 
in Fig. 5.9 which is an illustration of field dressing in chlorine molecule, the 
A state has been dressed with one and three photons, whereas the two E+ 
states with both two and four photons. Each intersection of the curves is 
equivalent to a transition involving a number of photons which is given by 
the difference in the photon number of the two states.
It is obvious from Fig. 5.9 that four different dissociation mechanisms are 
possible by dressing the states with a maximum of four photons. The lowest 
order transition is the two photon dissociation of the X2n 5 labelled as B. The
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three photon process is possible with a transition from the X 2IIfl state to the 
A2nu state dressed with three photons, labelled as E. Finally, the transitions 
to two E+ states dressed with four photons lead to dissociation channels via 
four photon absorption. Due to the dipole selection rules incorporated in the 
dressing of these states it is not possible to access the limit which would result 
in a Cl+ ion excited to the XD 2 state with three photons. In other words, a 
three photon transition from one g to another g state with odd number of 
photons is not allowed. In order to explain the peak C in the mass spectra 
which is energetically degenerate with a three photon dissociation transition 
giving rise to an ion in the 1D2 state, other dissociative (u) states have 
to be considered in the dressed states picture. Unfortunately, no detailed 
calculations are available on these states as of yet to incorporate them in the 
modelling.
5 .5  C o n clu sion s
Even though the chlorine spectra are relatively complex when compared 
with those of H2 and 0 2, I have been able to assign most of the peaks in the 
electron and mass spectra and the transitions leading to their observation. I 
have made some very interesting observations by systematically studying the 
chlorine molecules with a number of experimental probes. These observations 
axe listed in the following.
* The two photon dissociation of Cl2 molecules as well as the ionization 
of the resulting fragments is observed in my electron and mass spectra, 
respectively.
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* A competition between five photon dissociation and ionization of the 
molecule is also present. There are two different types of ionizations 
occurring with five photons, direct and via an autoionizing Rydberg 
3n u state. The fact that the Rydberg states are being excited is evident 
from the molecular dissociation to the [Cl +  Cl*] limit and subsequent 
ionization of the 4P j atoms. However, the non Franck-Condon behavior 
of the ClJ vibrational distribution is only partially explained by the 
inclusion of 33IIU state.
* Both two and three photon dissociation processes are observed to be 
occurring from the X2n a state of ClJ consistent with the dressed molec­
ular states picture. However, the signal observed for the three photon 
dissociation to the [Cl(gd) +  C1+(1D2)] limit is not explainable in this 
formulation until calculations on more states become available.
* And finally, the creation and ionization of highly excited Cl* atoms in 
intense fields is giving rise to the observation of low order ATI as well as 
positive Ponderomotive shifts in the electron spectra, thus suggesting 
a way of exposing atoms to intense fields with moderately short laser 
pulses even when the transition is of a very low order.
Summary and Conclusions
The goal of this study was to investigate the behavior of molecules exposed 
to laser fields which are intense enough to ionize as well break apart the 
systems under study even when the energy of individual photons is less than 
the ionization and dissociation thresholds. Spectrometers were employed to  
analyze the kinetic energies of the fragments resulting from molecule-field 
interactions. These kinetic energies provide information about the dissocia­
tion and ionization mechanisms and the states involved, and in some cases, 
about the deformation of molecular potentials.
By an appropriate choice of molecules and laser intensity ranges, I have 
been able to clearly show in this study that the molecular structure plays 
an important role in determining the nature and strength of molecule-field 
interactions. I selected three diatomic molecules differing in size and relative 
complexity for my studies. Hydrogen, on account of its simplicity was nat­
urally the first choice. Recent studies on this molecule had suggested that 
the experimental results support the dressed states picture of bond soften­
ing under intense fields. Unfortunately, the experimental resolution in those 
reports was not high enough to draw definite conclusions. This thesis has 
provided, with high resolution, results on the vibrational distribution of H j 
molecular ions as the molecular states deform due to the strong molecule-field 
coupling. In addition, it has reported the dissociation ratios of these ions into
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various channels. Moreover, as a result of using two different wavelengths 
in my studies, I have been able to correctly identify the intermediate state 
responsible for the resonance enhancement observed in earlier experiments.
Oxygen turned out to be a relatively extreme case of resonance enhance­
ments in the ionization of neutral molecules with 532 nm radiation. I ob­
served an anomalous intensity dependent vibrational distribution of the final 
state of the molecular ion. It has been shown by quantitative arguments 
that the observed features can not be explained as a consequence of simple 
ac Stark shifts of the intermediate states to the first order. A model similar 
to that of Smith has been used to demonstrate that these intensity dependent 
variations in the vibrational content of the molecule result from an interplay 
between different intermediate states as their contribution towards resonance 
enhancement varies with the laser field.
Finally, in chlorine, which is different in its degree and nature of dis­
sociation from the other two molecules, I have observed processes related 
with intense field-molecule interactions which have not been reported be­
fore. Chlorine has a relatively higher propensity to dissociate with 532 nm 
photons, in fact the dissociation processes compete with ionization. One very 
interesting channel is the dissociation via an autoionizing state which results 
in forming excited state chlorine atoms. In the ionization of these excited 
state atoms both initial and final states are shifted by the same amount in 
intense laser fields. This is contrary to the isolated atom ionization mecha­
nisms in which the shift is different for the initial and final states and as a 
result, the ionization potential is shifted. This very difference has allowed us 
to directly observe the gain in the kinetic energies of outgoing electrons as 
they are accelerated by the laser field without any masking effect from the
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ac Stark shifts. Also reported in this thesis is an observation of a low order 
above threshold ionization process for these excited state atoms. Low order 
ATI became possible due to the difference in dynamics molecular dissociation 
followed by atomic ionization can provide compared with isolated atom-field 
interactions. The molecule field interactions in chlorine have also resulted 
in above threshold dissociation. This thesis has compared the observations 
with the different possible channels in the light of the dressed molecular 
states model.
In essence, this thesis provides further insight into our understanding of 
molecular interactions with intense fields. This will help us comprehend not 
only the structure of molecules but also problems as diverse as light propa­
gation. Several new observations have been made in this study on molecule- 
field as well as atom-field interactions. Moreover, an unexplored mechanism 
of exposing atoms to intense fields has been demonstrated, thus providing an 
answer to the well known saturation problems encountered in laser-field stud­
ies. And finally, a laser system has been developed as a byproduct which can 
be used in a number of low yield experimental studies because of its desirable 
qualities including a high repetition rate.
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p r i n t  * , ' P L O T :  p l o t  d a t a . '
p r i n t  * , ' P R I N T :  m a k e  a  h a r d c o p y  o f  d a t a . '
p r i n t  * , ' Q U I T :  e x i t  p r o g r a m . ^
p r i n t  * , ' S A V E :  s t o r e  d a t a  t o  d i s k . '
p r i n t  * , ' S E T U P :  s e t u p  p a r a m e t e r s  f o r  T D C  s c a n . '
2 0  c a l l  q c m o v ( 0 , 2 1 )
p r i n t  * , ' I N S T R U C T I O N :  t y p e  f i r s t  t w o  U P P E R C A S E  l e t t e r s ! '
p r i n t  * , ' O P T I O N ? '  
r e a d ( * , 2 1 )  i a n s
2 1  f o r m a t ( a 2 )  
d o  2 2  k - 1 , 7
i f ( i a n s . e q . c m d ( k ) ) g o t o  3 0
2 2  c o n t i n u e
c a l l  q c m o v ( 0 , 1 5 )
p r i n t  * , '  * * * * *  E R R O R :  N o t  a  R e c o g n i z a b l e  C o m m a n d ! ! ! '  
g o t o  2 0  
3 0  i f l a g - 0
c  Q U  M E  G E  P L  P R  S E  S A
p r i n t  * , ' M E S S A G E :  B u s y  c o l l e c t i n g  d a t a  f r o m  T D C  !
g o t o ( 9 9 9 9 , 1 9 , 2 0 0 , 3 0 0 , 4 0 0 , 6 0 0 , 7 0 0 )  , kc
c  G e t  d a t a  f r o m  T O C
2 0 0  c a l l  q c m o v f O , 1 5 )
 
c a l l  t d c m u l l ( n p t s , h i s t y , n s h o t s )  
f i l e n a m e - ' N O T  S T O R E D '
c
c  P l o t  d a t a
3 0 0  c a l l  q s m o d e ( 1 6 )
c a l l  q c m o v ( 0 . 2 4 )  
w r i t e  f * , 1 3 ) f i l e n a m e  
w r i t e ( * , 1 8 ) n s b o t s , n p t s , n h i t
y m a x - y ( i )
y j n i n - y ( l )  
d o  3 0 1  i * * l , n p t s
3 0 1  c o n t i n u e
x ( i ) - f l o a t ( i i
‘ ) - f l o a t ( h i s t y ( i n  
y ( i ) . l t . y m i n j y m i n - y ( i )  
i f ( y j i ) . g t . y m a x ) y m a x - y ( i )
a
i f ( y m a x . e q . y m i n ) y m a x - y m a x + l .  
x m i n - 0 .  
x m a x - x ( n p t s )  
x m a j o r - x m a x / 5
y m a i o r —y m a x / 4 .
c a l l  q p l o t ( l 0 0 . 6 0 0 , 8 0 , 2 8 0 . x m i n , x m a x , y m i n , y m a x , 0 . , 0 . , 0 , 1 . ,  
c a l l  q x a x i s ( x m i n , x m a x , x m a j o r , l , - l , o )
1.6)
c a l l  q y a x i s ( y m i n , y m a x , y m a 3 o r , l , l , o )  
c  L a b e l  a x i s
c a l l  q p t x t a ( 8 , ' T I M E ,  n s ' , 1 4 )  
c a l l  q g t x t ( 6 , ' C O U N T S ' . 1 4 , 3 0 , 2 2 5 , - 1 )  
c a l l  q s e t u p ( 0 , 2 , - l , 1 0 )
“ H  q t a b l f l , n p t s , x , y )
3 9 7  c a l l  q c a o v ( 0 , 3 )
p r i n t  * , ' I N S T R U C T I O N :  T y p e  f i r s t  c h a r a c t e r  t o  c h o o s e  o p t i o n ! '  
w r i t e ( * , 3 9 8 )
3 9 8  f o r m a t ( i x ' M A I N  M E N U ' , 7 x , ' S T O R E ' , 7 x , ' P R I N T ' , 7 x , ' C U R S O R ' )
3 9 9  c a l l  q i n k e y ( i e x , k e y )  
i f l a g - l
i f  f k e y . e q . 7 7 . o r . k e y . e q . l 0 9 ) g o t o  1 9  
i f i k e y . e q . 8 3 . o r . k e y . e q . l l 5 ) g o t o  7 0 0  
i f  < k e y . e q . 8 0 . o r . k e y . e q . H 2 ) g o t o  4 0 0  
i f i k e y . e q . 6 7 . o r . k e y . e q . 9 9 ) g o t o  8 0 0  
c a l l  q c m o v ( 0 , l )
p r i n t  * , '  * * * * *  E R R O R :  N o t  a  R e c o g n i z a b l e  c o m m a n d ! ! ! '  
g o t o  3 9 9
c
c  P R I N T  s c r e e n
4 0 0  c a l l  q c m o v ( 0 , 3 )  
w r i t e r * , 4 1 2 )  
w r i t e ? * , 4 1 2 )
4 1 2  f o r m a t ( '
o p e n ( 3 , f i l e - ' L P T 1 ' )  
c a l l  p r t s c  
w r i t e ( 3 , 4 2 0 )
4 2 0  f o r m a t ( ' l ' )
c l o s e ( 3 )
i f ( i f l a g . e q . l ) g o t o  3 9 7  
g o t o  2 0
c
c  S E T U P  p a r a m e t e r s  f o r  d i g i t i z e r  s c a n  a n d  u p d a t e  s c r e e n
6 0 0  i r l a g - 2  
g o t o  1 9
6 0 1  c o n t i n u e
c a l l  q c m o v ( 0 , 1 4 )
p r i n t  * , ' S E T U P  M E N U  O P T I O N S : '
c a l l  q c m o v f O , 1 2 )
p r i n t  * ,  ' H I T :  M a x i m u m  n u m b e r  o f  h i t s  i n  m u l t i - h i t  m o d e
p r i n t  * , ' M A I N  M E N U :  r e t u r n  t o  m a i n  m e n u . '
p r i n t  * , ' P O I N T S :  n u m b e r  o f  X , Y  p a i r s  t o  s a v e . '
p r i n t  * , ' S H O T S :  n u m b e r  o f  l a s e r  s h o t s  f o r  s c a n . '
6 0 2  c a l l  q c m o v f O , 2 1 )
p r i n t  * , ' I N S T R U C T I O N :  t y p e  f i r s t  t w o  U P P E R C A S E  l e t t e r s ! '  
p r i n t  * , ' O p t i o n ? '  
r e a d ( * , 6 2 1 ) i a n  
6 2 1  f o r m a t ( a 2 )
d o  6 0 8  j - 1 , 4
i f ( i a n . e q . C M D l ( j ) ) g o t o  6 1 1  
6 0 8  c o n t i n u e
c a l l  q c m o v ( 0 , 1 5 )
p r i n t  * , '  * * * * *  E R R O R :  N o t  a  R e c o g n i z a b l e  C o m m a n d ! ! ! '  
g o t o  6 0 2  
611 c a l l  q c m o v ( 0 , 2 0 )
w r i t e ? * , 4 1 2 )  
w r i t e ? * , 4 1 2 )  
w r i t e ? * , 1 2 )  
c a l l  q c m o v f O , 2 0 )  
g o t o ( 6 2 0 , 1 6 , 6 6 0 , 6 8 0 ) , j  
6 2 0  p r i n t  * , ' W h a t  i s  t h e  n e w  n u m b e r  o f  h i t s ?  '
r e a d ( * , * ) n h i t  
g o t o  1 9
6 6 0  p r i n t  * , ' N u m b e r  o f  s h o t s ?  '
r e a d ( * , * ) n s h o t s  
g o t o  1 9
6 8 0  p r i n t  * , ' N u m b e r  o f  d a t a  p o i n t s ?  '
r e a d ( * , * ) n p t s  
i f ( n p t s . g t . 3 0 0 0 ) g o t o  6 0 8  
g o t o  1 9
c
c  S A V E  d a t a  t o  d i s k  
7 0 0  n c o l » l
p a r a ( l ) - x ( l )  
p a r a c 2 ) = 1 .
p a r a  ? 3 ) “ f l o a t f n s h o t s ) 
p a r a  ? 4 ) - f l o a t ( n h i t )  
n p a r a = 4  
c a l l  q s m o d e  f 3 )  
c a l l  q c l e a r ? 7 , l )
c a l l  s a v e ( n p t s , n c o l , y , n p a r a , p a r a , f i l e n a m e )  
i f ( i f l a g . e q . l ) g o t o  3 0 0  
g o t o  1 9
c
c  c u r s o r  o p t i o n  
8 0 0  c a l l  q c m o v ( 0 , 3 )
w r i t e ? * , 4 1 2 *  
w r i t e ? * , 4 1 2  
w r i t e ? * , 4 1 2 .
c a l l  c u r s o r ( x , y , n p t s , i n d e x , 1 , 1 2 )  
g o t o  3 9 7  
9 9 9 9  c a l l  q c l e a r ( 0 . 7 )
c a l l  q s m o d e ? 3 )  
s t o p  
e n d
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P r o g r a m  M A N A L Y Ec
c  U P D A T E  D e c .  3 0 ,  1 9 9 0  N o t e :  E n e r g y  c o n v e r s i o n  f o r  H A S S  S P E C T R A
c
c  M a i n  P r o g r a m  f o r  a n a l y z i n g  t i m e  o f  f l i g h t  d a t a  f r o m  a  L e C r o y  T R 8 8 2 8
c  d i g i t i z e r  o r  a  L e C r o y  4 2 0 8  T D C .  T h e  p r o g r a m  c o n s i s t s  o f
c  v a r i o u s  o p t i o n s  f o r  r e t r i e v i n g ,  p l o t t i n g ,  a n d  a n a l y z i n g  t h e  d a t a .
C * * * * * * * * * * *  E G A  V E R S I O N  * * * * * * * * * * *
c  Y  a r r a y  i s  s i g n a l  a r r a y ,  Y B  i s  b a c k g r o u n d  a r r a y ,  Y D  i s  d i f f e r e n c e  
c  a r r a y  Y D = ( Y - Y B * S C A I ^ )
c
c  D e f i n i t i o n  o f  f l a g s ;
c  I P L O T = 0  P l o t  a n d  c o n v e r s i o n  c o n t r o l  o f  s i g n a l
c  “1 "  "  "  " o f  b a c k g r o u n d
c  - 2  "  "  "  " o f  d i f f e r e n c e  s p e c t r u m ,
c
r e a l * 4  x ( 2 0 0 0 ) , y ( 2 0 0 0 ) , p a r a ( 1 0 ) , p a m p , ' 
r e a l * 4  m a s s .  t s t a r t ,  t e n d ,  t z e r o ,  t v o n ,  t t w o  
r e a l * 4  x m i n , x i n c , x O , x m a x , y m i n , y r n a x  
r e a l * 4  y i n t e g r a l , s l o p e , y t l , y t 2  
i n t e g e r * 4  n s n o t s
t o f f , f i e l d
i n t e g e r * 2  n d o t s , l k o l o r , i s y m b l , k l r s y m ,  i c y p e , m p t s  
i n t e g e r * 2  i i n d x 2 , i n d x 2 , i n d x , i d e x ( 2 ) , f l a g 3
c h a r a c t e r * 1 2  f i l e n a m e , f i l e s  
c h a r a c t e r * 6 0  m e s s a g e ( 1 0 )
c o m m o n / c o n s t a n t / p a m p ,  t o f  f ,  x i n c ,  x O ,  f i e l d ,  t v o n ,  t t w o ,  t z e r o ,  
$  m a s s , t s t a r t , t e n d
c o m m o n / p a r a m e t e r / n s h o t s ,  n h i t ,  p r e t r g ,  m e m ,  o f f s e t ,  n s k i p  
c o m m o n / l i m i t s / x m i n ,  x m a x ,  y m i n ,  y m a x ,  s c a l e  
c o m m o n / p l o t / n d o t s ,  l k o l o r ,  i s y m b l ,  k l r s y m ,  i t y p e
c
n p t s = 2 0 0 0  
m p t s * > n p t s  
i s y m b l — 1  
n d o t s = 0  
i t y p e — 1
c
s c a l e = l . O  
p a m p - 1 .  
f i e l d - 1 7 . 1 7 9  
t v o n - 2 6 1  
t z e r o - 2 1 6  
t t W O — 3 6 0  
m a s s - 1
c
t o f f - 1 0 .
i n d x = l
i n d x b - 1
f l a g 3 - l
i n d x d - 1
c
c  S e t  s o m e  i n i t i a l  v a l u e s  a n d  c l e a r  a r r a y s .  
n c o l - 1
f i l e n a m e - ' N O T  S T O R E D '  
d o  1 0  i —1 , 2 0 0 0  
x ( i ) - 0 . 0
10 y f i j - o . o
d o  1 1  1 = 1 , 1 0
1 1  p a r a ( j ) « 0 . 0  
c
c  S e t  u p  o p t i o n  m e n u
d a t a  C M D / ' Q U ' , ' E S ' , ' P S ' , ' H A ' , ' S E ' , ' R E ' /
d a t a  C M D l / ' F I ' , ' M A ' , ' T Z ' , ' T V ' , ' T T ' , ' S Y ' , ' A T ' , ' T S ' , ' T E ' /  
c  S e t  u p  s c r o l l  r e g i o n  
1 6  i f l a g - 0
1 9  c a l l  q s m o d e ( 3 )
c a l l  q c l e a r ( 0 , 1 0 )
c a l l  q u s c r l ( 6 , 0 , 0 , 1 5 , 8 0 , 4 , 1 4 )
c a l l  q u s c r l ( 3 , 0 , 0 , 2 1 , 8 0 , 1 , 1 4 )
1 8
1 7  f o r m a l ( *  F i e l d - ' '  V / < n n ' , 5 x , '  M a s s - ' , £ 6 . 1 , '  a m u ' , 2 x ,
c a l l  q c m o v ( 0 , 2 3 )
w r i t e ? * / 12 )
1 2  f o r m a t  { '  ' A )
c a l l  q c m o v ( 0 , 2 3 )
w r i t e ? * , 1 3 ) f i l e n a m e  ____
1 3  f o r m a t ( '  C U R R E N T  P A R A M E T E R  S E T T I N G S : ' , 3 7 x , a l 2 )  
w r i t e ( * , 1 8 ) n s h o t s , n p t s , t z e r o
f o r m a t ( '  #  s h o t s - x 7 , 6 x , '  #  p t s - ' , i 6 f f i x , '  T z e r o - ' , f 7 . 3 )  
w r i t e ( * ,  1 7 ) f i e l d , m a s s , t v o n , t t w o  
t f ' i e l d - ' , f 6 . 1 , / c m ' , 5 x , ‘
$  '  T  1 — ' ,  f 6 . 1 , 5 x ,  '  T  2 — ' ,  f  6 . 1 )
i f ( i f l a g . e q . 2 ) g o t o  6 0 1  
c  S e t  u p  M e n u
c a l l  q c m o v ( 3 0 , 1 4 )
p r i n t  * , ' M A I N  M E N U  O P T I O N S : '
c a l l  q c m o v ( 0 , 1 2 )  .
p r i n t  * , ' E S :  c o n v e r t  s i g n a l  t o  e n e r g y  s p e c t r u m . '
p r i n t  * , ' H A R D :  m a k e  a  h a r d c o p y  o f  d a t a . '
p r i n t  * , ' P S :  p l o t  s i g n a l . '
p r i n t  * , ' Q U I T :  e x i t  p r o g r a m . '
p r i n t  * , ' R E A D :  r e a d  d a t a  f r o m  d i s k . '
p r i n t  * , ' S E T U P :  s e t u p  p a r a m e t e r s  f o r  T D C  s c a n  c o n v e r s i o n . '
2 0  c a l l  q c m o v f O , 2 1 )
p r i n t  * , ' I N S T R U C T I O N :  t y p e  f i r s t  t w o  U P P E R C A S E  l e t t e r s ! '  
p r i n t  * , ' O P T I O N ? '  
r e a d ( * , 2 1 )  i a n s
2 1  f o r m a t ( a 2 )  
d o  2 2  k - 1 ,6
i f ( i a n s . e q . c m d ( k ) ) g o t o  3 0
2 2  c o n t i n u e
c a l l  q c m o v ( 0 , 1 5 )
p r i n t  * , '  * * * * *  E R R O R :  N o t  a  R e c o g n i z a b l e  C o m m a n d ! ! ! '  
g o t o  2 0  
3 0  i f l a g — 0
f l a g 3 = l
c  Q U  E S  P S  H A  S E  R E
g o t o ( 9 9 9 9 , 2 1 0 , 1 0 0 , 4 0 0 , 6 0 0 , 7 0 0 ) , k
c
c  C o n v e r t  s i g n a l  t o  a n  e n e r g y  s p e c t r u m  
2 1 0  c a l l  q c m o v ( 0 , 1 5 )
f l a g 3 — 2
p r i n t  * , ' M E S S A G E :  B u s y  c o n v e r t i n g  d a t a  t o  e n e r g y  s p e c t r u m  !  
c a l l  m e n c o n v ( x , y , n p t s , d t y p )
c
c  c a l l  q c l e a r f 0 . 7 )
c  c a l l  q s m o d e ( 3 )
c  d o  7 7 7  i  -  1 . 5 0 0 , 1 0
c  p r i n t  * , i , x ( i ) , y ( i ) , n p t s , d t y p
c 7 7 7  c o n t i n u e
c
n p l o t —n p t s  
i n d x 2 - n p l o t
c
c  P l o t  s i g n a l  
1 0 0  l k o l o r — 2
3 0 1  k l r s y m - l k o l o r
i f C f l a g 3 . e q . l ) g o t o  3 0 3  
x m x n - 8  
x m a x — 8  
g o t o  3 0 5  
3 0 3  x m i n - x ( i n d x )
x m a x - x ( i n d x 2 )
3 0 5  * *
3 0 2
3 9 7
, n p l o t , d t y p ,
i f  l a g l , '  0 , 0 ,  f i l e n a m e )
p r i n t * * ™ ' i N s T r u C T I O N :  T y p e  f i r s t  c h a r a c t e r  t o  c h o o s e  o p t i o n !  
w r i t e ( * , 3 9 8 )
3 9 8  f o r m a t  ( I X ' M A I N  M E N U ' ,  2 x ,  ' G R A P H  M E N U ' ,  2 x ,  ' H A R D C O P Y ' ,  2 x ,  ' C U R S O R '
$  2 X , ' I N T E G R A T E ' , 2 X , ' S T O R E ' )
3 9 9  c a l l  q i n k e y ( i e x , k e y )
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i f l a g * * l
i f ( k e y . e q . 7 7 . o r . k e y . e q .  1 0 9 )  g o t o  1 9  
i f i k e y . e q . 7 1 . o r . k e y .  e q . 1 0 3 ) g o t o  1 0 0 0  
i f I  k e y . e q . 7 2 . o r . k e y . e q . 1 0 4 ) g o t o  4 0 0  
i f i k e y . e q . 6 7 . o r . k e y . e q . 9 9 ) g o t o  8 0 0  
i f r k e y . e q . 7 3 . o r . k e y . e q . l 0 5 i g o t o  1 3 0 0  
i f i k e y . e q . 8 3 . o r . k e y . e q . 1 1 5 ) g o t o  2 2 0 0  
c a l l  q c m o v ( 0 , 1 )
p r i n t  * , '  * * * * *  E R R O R :  N o t  a  R e c o g n i z a b l e  C o m m a n d ! ! ! '  
g o t o  3 9 9
c
c  P R I N T  s c r e e n  
4 0 0  c a l l  q c m o v f O . 3 )
w r i t e ? * , 4 1 2 )  
w r i t e ( * , 4 1 2 )
4 1 2  f o r m a t ( '
$ ' )
o p e n  ( 3 ,  f  i l e « *  '  L P T 1  * )  
c a l l  p r t s c
c  T h e s e  t w o  p a r a m e t e r s  h a v e  t o  b e  r e m o v e d  f o r  l a s e r  p r i n t e r  
w r i t e ( 3 , 4 2 0 )
4 2 0  f o r m a t ? ' 1 ' )
c l o s e ( 3 )
i f ( i f l a g . e q . l ) g o t o  3 9 7  
g o t o  2 0
c
c  S E T U P  p a r a m e t e r s  f o r  d i g i t i z e r  s c a n  a n d  u p d a t e  s c r e e n
6 0 0  i f l a g - 2  
g o t o  1 9
6 0 1  c o n t i n u e
c a l l  q c m o v f O , 1 4 )
p r i n t  * , ' S E T U P  M E N U  O P T I O N S : '
c a l l  q c m o v ( 0 , 1 2 )
p r i n t  * , ' M A I N  M E N U :  R e t u r n  t o  m a i n  m e n u . '
p r i n t  * , ' A T 0 M  N T :  M a s s  o f  f r a g m e n t s . a . m . u . '
p r i n t  * , ' F I E L D :  E l e c t r i c  f i e l d  i n  i n t e r a c t i o n  v o l u m e ,  v / c m . '
p r i n t  * , ' T V O N :  P o s i t i o n  o f  f o r w a r d  p e a k ,  n s e c . '
p r i n t  * , ' T T W O :  P o s i t i o n  o f  b a c k w a r d  p e a k ,  n s e c . '
p r i n t  * , ' T Z E R O :  P o s i t i o n  o f  i o n s  w i t h  z e r o  k i n .  e n e r g y , n s e c '
p r i n t  * , ' T S T A R T :  P o i n t  t o  s t a r t  c o n v e r t i n g  d a t a . '
p r i n t  * , ' T E N D :  P o i n t  t o  s t o p  c o n v e r t i n g  d a t a . '
p r i n t  * , ' S T M  T Y P E :  S y m b o l  t y p e  f o r  d a t a  p o i n t s . '
6 0 2  c a l l  q c m o v f O , 2 1 )
p r i n t  * , ' I N S T R U C T I O N :  t y p e  f i r s t  t w o  U P P E R C A S E  l e t t e r s ! '  
p r i n t  * , ' O p t i o n ? '  
r e a d ( * , 6 2 1 ) i a n  
6 2 1  f o r m a t ( a 2 )
d o  6 0 8  j - 1 , 9
i f ( i a n . e q . C M D l ( j ) J g o t o  6 1 1  
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